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FOREW1MKH

Authority for the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

to conducc Engineering Study No. 813, "Wave Force on Breakwaters," was

contained in letters from the Office, Chief of Engineers, dated 1 December

1947 and 14 September 1948; bowever, the tests reported herein, which were

the first tests conducted 2.n connection with ES 813, were not begun until

27 Junf. 1963 because of a shortage of personnel. The investigation was

accomplished in the Hydraulics Division of the Waterways Experiment

Station during the period June 1963 to September 1964. The tests were

performed by CPT William J. Garcia, Jr., under the supervision of

Mr. R. Y. Hudson, Chief of the Water Waves Branch, and Mr. E. P.

Fortson, Jr., Chief of the Hydraulics Division. This report was pre-

pared by CPT Garcia.

Successive Directors of the Waterways Experiment Station during the

conduct of this study and the preparation and publication of this report

were COL Alex G. Sutton, Jr., CE; COL John R. Oswalt, Jr., CE; and

COL Levi A. Brown, CE. Technical Director was Mr. J. B. Tiffany.
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hOTATION

a = one-half wave height

b = distance above bottom of -^Pi

b pmax = elevation of the point of maximum pressure above bottom of wall

c =wave celerity

d = water depth
S= water depth in which wav - -break

d = water depth at wall

D = thickness of layer of air trapped between the face of the breaking
wave and the wl

E = total energy of wave
S= kinetic energy of wave

E = total energy of wave in deep water
0Ep = potential energy of w ove

F = energc flux
F = avtnergy flux of wve per wave period

avg
g = acceleration of gravity
H = wave height

wave height at breaking

H o = wave height in deep water

I = shock iflu e

k = constant of v eroportionapirt w

K length of water column in ty nold's eqation for m shock

pressure
L = wavelength

L = wavelength in deep water

m = 2 ee/L

ix

ixi
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n = an unknown exponent

p = shock pressure

pMax = maximunm shock pressure

P= = secondary pressure

t = time coordinate

t = total duration of pressure
p
T = wave period

' - velocity of water upon striking wall

x = horizontal coordinate

y = vertical coordinate or vertical distance

MB = elevation of erect of breaking wave above bottom of wall

z = beach slope

i = elevation of water surface above the still-water level

p = mass density of water

= =27/T

S= velocity potential

X

1
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CONVERSICU FACTORS, BRITLH TO METRIC UWITS OF MEASURD

rtish units of measurement used in this report can be converted to metric

units as follows:

Maltiply To Obtain

inches 2.04 centimeters

feet o.3048 meters

pounds 0.4535937 kilograms

pounds per 0.070307 kilograms per square
square inch centimeter

pounds per 4.88243 kilograms per square
square foot meter

pounds per 16.0185 kilograms per cubic
e-ubic foot meter

Fahrenheit degrees 5/9 Celsius or Kelvin
degrees*

i

* To obtain Celsius (C) temperature readings from Fahrenheit (F) readings.
use the following formula: C = (5/9)(F - 32). To obTain Kelvin (K)
readings, use: K = (5/9)(F - 32) + 273.16.

xi
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SUMMAIRY

TestL were conducted to gain more information concerning the shock
pressures created by water waves breaking against vertical barriers. These
wave pressures were studied using small-scale or-cillatory waves in a flume
fitted with a beach slope and test wall. Th.: variation of prespure with
both time and position on the wall was determined for several wave heights,
wave periods, water depths, and bemch slopes.

Great scatter in the ragnW de of the shock pressure was observed for
each of the wave conditions tested. This variation in the value of the
shock pressure is believed to be caused by slight. variations in the shape
of the incident breuking wave. Therefore, many zests were made using the
same wave conditions in order to more accurately determine the magnitude
of the shock pressure.

The variation of pressure with time was found to be similar to that
reported by previous investigators. The pressure-time variation can be
divided into two parts; namely, initial shock pressure which occurs as rhe
wave strikes the wall and a secondary pressure which is associated with
the rumnp. "The shock pressure is characterized by a very intense pressure
peak of short duration and is followed by the much less intense but longer
duration secondary pressure.

The -i-um shock pressure that occurred for each wave condition was
localizad over a small region of the test wall between the still-water
level at the wall and the elevation of the crest of the wave striking the
wall. Above the region of maximum shock pressure, the magnitude of pres-
sure decreases to zero. Below the region of maximum pressure, the shock
pressure also decreases but to a value of approximately one-tenth the
magnitude of the shock pressure and it then remains fairly constant tc
the botton of the test wall. This type of distributiun of shock pressures
on the wall was observed for all tests.

Upon analysis of the maximum shock pressures observed for each of
the wave conditions tested, it was found that the shock pressure increased
with both wave height and wavelength. It was found through dimensional
analysis that pressure is proportional to the cube root of .he wave energy.
Upon comparison of the data collected in this exmperimental program with
the above relation I-etween pressure and wave energy, only fair conformity
was noted due to Vie small range of test data. Therefore, the range of
data was expanded by the inclusion of the shock pressure data of otner
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investigators from both model and prototype studies. Very good agreement
was noted over this larger range of data.

As opposed to Vie shock pressure, little scatter was noted in the
magnitude of the secondary pressure. It was also noted that the secondary
pressure varies regularly along the wall from a maximum at the bottom to
zero at the point of maximum runup. This regular distribution is expected
since the secondary pressure is caused by the runup of the wave rather
than its impact on the wall. The secondary pressure was ccmpared with the
pressure caused by the same size wave forming a clapotis on the wall. The
clapotis pressure was almost identical with the observed pressure.

The characteristics of the wave at the point of breaking were also
studied in order to make a comparison between waves breaking on an unob-
stiucted beach and on a beach obstructed by a wall. Although it might be
expected that a barrier on the beach would have a great effect on the
breaking waves, the data showed the effect to be negligible. The depth
of water in which the wave would break on an unobstructed beach is slightly
greater than the depth of water at the wall which would cmise the same
wave to break and produce maximum shock pressures. The wave height at
breaking for both the obstructed and the unobstructed beach was found to
be the same.

dv



AN PERfl4MTAL STUDM OF BREAYKNG-WAVE PRESSURES

PART I: INTRODIJCTION

1. This report is concerned with the pressure caused by a wave

breaking against a plane vertical wall. Observations of such waves break-

ing against vertical walls have shown that they cause a much greater pres-

sure on the wall than waves that strike the waUl without breaking. There

is a great deal of theoretical and experimental knowledge concerning non-

breaking waves and the pressures caused. by them. However, relatively

little is known about breaking waves or the pressure caused by such waves.

The methods now available to predict breaking-wave pressure are inadequate.

Therefore, this study "ras conducted to gain more information concerning

breaking-wave pressures and to aid in Vhe further development of a sound

method of predicting breaking-wave pressure. Consequently, this study

deals primarily with the effects of a wave breaking against a vertical

wall, rather than the causes of the pressu.-e or the mechanics of breaking

waves.

2. The pressure caused by a wave striking a vertical wall without

breaking has been the object of several theoretical and experimental in-

vestigations. It has been found that the Dr-ssure caused by a nonbreaking

wave is approximately equal to the Lydrostatic pressure due to the water

on the wall at any instant of time. A breaking wave, on the other hand,

does not cause such a regular and predictable przssure. Depending upon

where the wave breaks in relation to the position of the wall, the maxinum

pressure may vary from a value approximately equal to that caused by a

nonbreaking wave to an extremely high shock pressure. Under the proper

conditions the pressure on the wall rises very rapidly as the face of the

breaker strikes the wall and then falls very rapidly. Following this

initial pressure spike, called the shock pressure, the pressure increases

slowly to a second maximum -which occurs at the time of maxin-u= runup. This

second -aximram is called the secondary pressure. Under certain conditions

the -agnitudt of the shock pressure r be as much as 50 times the



secondary pressure. The initial shock pressure was the main object of
investigation during this study.

3. From the standpoint of the designer, any procedurc that might be

developed for predicting the pressrre due to breaking waves should include
only those variables which are readily obtainable in the prototype situa-

tion. Both at sea and at the site of the proposed structure, the wave

height, wavelength, and wave period can be determined. In addition,

measurements of the bottom slope and water depth at the site of the pro-

posed structuxe are obtainable. In light of the above limitations, any

usable procedure may incorporate these variables, but may not maihe use of

variables which cannot be measured in nature. Thus, in the analysis of
the data herein, wave characteristics which could be measured in the

prototype were related to the pressure which occurred.
4. Ten series of tests .ere made in which the wave period was

varled from 1.49 sec to 1.94 sec and the wave height was varied from
1.11 in.* to 3.29 in. In order to obtain some irnformation on the effect

of the shape of the bottom in front of tne wall, beach slopes of 1/25 and
I v0 were tested. A regular train of oscillatory waves was used. Although

a spectrim of waves is found at sea, it is believed that a regular train
of waves adequately represents the individual waves of a spectrum. Since
÷jis exp .rimental program covered only a small range of wave conditions,

the data obtained were supplemented b-, the laboratory data of othqr in-

vestigators and the limited quantity of prototype data available.

5. The laboratory equipment conzisted of a wave flume with a flap-

type wave generator, a beach slope, and a •e t wall. Wave gages were used

to measure wave height, period, and celerity. A pressure transducer was

mounted in the test wall to measure the pressure caused by the wave break-

ing on the wall. The pressure was recorded at different positions on the

wall in order to determine pressure distribution.

6. At the start of the experimental program it became apparent that

the conditions necessary to cause maxiimm shock pressure were very criti-
cal. Consequently, much variation in the magnitude of the shock pressure

* A tabl' of factors for converting British units of measurement to metric
units is presented on page xi.
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was observed for seemingly identical wave conditions. This great variation

in the shock pressure was also observed by other investigators. Consider-

ing only the highest shock pressure for each point on the wall, the most

intense pressure was observed to occur in an area on the wall between the

still-water level and the crest of the breaking wave. Above and below

this area the pressure decreased considerably. The maximzm pressure

occurring on the wall for each of the wave cond- tions was found to be a

function of the deepwater wave height and the deepwater wavelength. Upon

empirical analysis of the data from this study and the data of other in-

vestigators, the maximum shock pressure was found to be directly propor-

tional to the one-third power of the deepwater wave energy. The wave

energy is a function of the wave height and wavelength. The distribution

of the initial shock pressure on the wall was also found to be a function

of the wave characteristics. The secondary pressure was found to be very

nearly equal to the pressure caused by the clapotis, or nonbreaking wave.

7. The effect of the wall on the breaking characteristics of the

wave was also observed. The breaking characteristics of the waves causing

maximum shock pressure on the wall were compared with the theoretical and

experimental breaking-wave data for the case of an unobstructed beach.

It was found that the wall had little effect on the breaking character!Js-

tics of the waves. Regardless of whether or not zhe vertical wall was

present, the waves tended to have the same height at breaking and tended

to break in the same depth of water.

8. Although this study was not intended to provide all the answers

to questions concerning the pressure caused by breaking waves, it is hoped

that the results of this study will aid in the future design of coastal

structures by providing a more rational approach to the prediction of

breaking--ave pressures, and be a stepping stone for further research on

the action of breaking waves on coastal structures.

3
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PART II: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

9. The problems and phenomena involved in the action of water waves

have attracted mathematicians, scientists, and engineers ali.Že. Many of

the early mathematicians such as Stokes, Airy, and Gerstner developed

mathematical theories which could be used in the analysis of waves. The

engineers then took the mathematical theories and applied them to actual

wave problems and to the design of coastal structures.

10. A regular train of waves with relatively small wave height can

be treated quite adequately with mathematical theory. However, when waves

reach shallow water and approach the breaking point, the existing mathe-

matical theory is inadequate. It has been said That the breaking wave is

one of the most complex phenomena known to man.

Ui. The mathematical theories are the foundations upon which the

engineers develop.ed design procedures for coastal structures. In cases

where the waves do not break, accurate methods have been developed for

the prediction of the pressure caused by -aves striking vertical-iLce

structures such as breakwaters, jetties, and seawalls. *One of the most

famous theories for the prediction of nonbr-esking-wave or clapotis pres-

sures was developed by George Sainflou in 1928. This theory is based

on the orbital motion of the water particles of the waves. The pressure

is a function of the velocity with which the water particles in motion

strike the barrier. Sainflou's theory is very widely used, and since

the time it was developed there have been many modifications made to

it and similar theories have been developed by other engineers and

mathematicians.

12. The forces caused by waves which break against vertical-wall

structures are greater than the force caused by nonbreaking waves, and

the object of several investigations in the pazt has been a better under-

standing of this phenomenon. Some of these investigations were precipi-

tated by the more impressive breakwater failures which occurred throughout

the world. However, due to the complexity of the phenomenon of breaking

waves, no flull> atisfactory theories or methods of design have as yet

been developed.
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13. One of the earliest investigators of the problem of waves

breaking against vertical walls was D. D. Gaillard2 of the U. S. Army

Corps of Engineers, whose work was published in 1904. Gaillard made

a number of measurements on seawalls and breakwaters situated on the I
Great Lakes using spring dynamometers and flexible-diaphragm dynamom-

eters. In addition to his own measurements, Gailllard also tabulated

some of the wave-pressure measurements of other investigators. He Assumed j
that the pressure produced by a wave breaking against a vertical wall was

analogous to the pressure on the face of a plate held normal to a

stream of water. In the conmarisons made in Gaillard's work, the pressure

caused by a wave breaking against a wall was very close to the pressure

calculated by considering the wave to be a stream of water. Gaillard

himself said that the dynamometers used were not sensitive to any shock

pressure which might have occurred. However, he considered the shock

pressure to be insignificant in that it had little, if any, effect on the

structure. It is believed that the pressure measured by Gaillard was the

secondary pressure, mWi-ih occurs after the instant of shock pressure and

is of a much lesser magnitude.

14. In 1920 an investigation similar to Gaillard's -was carried cut

in Japan by Isamui Hiroi.. Hiroi also made prototype pressure measurements

and It appears that he used more sensitive measuring apparatus because he

recorded pressures which seem to be in the range of shock pressures.

Hiroi also attempted to measure the energy of waves by means of a pendulum

apparatus which he called a wave motor, but no attempt was made to relate

the pressures caused by breaking waves to the wave characteristics.

15. Gaillard and Hiroi were among the first to measure the

pressure caused by breaking waves, but due to their lack of refined

equipomt they were unable to measure the shock pressures caased by

breaking waves. They did, on the other hand, recognize that breaking

waves do more damage than nonbreaking waves when they strike a wall. As

a result of this observation, they led others to study the problem more

closely with more sophisticated equipment. In the succeeding paragraphs

the more significant studies of the pressures caused by breaking waves

will be discussed.

5I!
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""he Pioneer Breaking-Ware Pressure Studies

16. By far the greatest number of experiments on the effects of

breaking waves on vertical walls have been conducted in the laboratory.

The laboratory investigation is inch easier to conduct and gives a great

amount of information since most variables can be controlled. The ex-

perimýnts conducted on prototype structures tell what is actually happening

without resorting to extrapolation of the laboratory data. However, pro-

totype experiments are infinitely more difficult to conduct since one

must rely on nature to provide the proper conditions.

17. "T.e first laboratory investigation of breaking waves was con-

ductel by Jean Iarras4 in France in 1937. In addition to investigating

the nature of the pressure created on a vertical wall by a breaking wave,

he also investigated the characteristics and mechanimn for breaking vaves

on a beach with no barrier. The aim of hia investigation on breaking

wave:s without a barrier vas to confirm the theories of breaking waves with

regard to the depth of water at breaking and to the wave height at break-

ing. larras also investigate1 the effect of bottom roughness on the

brea•ing characte-istics of the wave and the energy expended by the break-

ing vave. The results of the laboratory experiments were coupared with

reaults of the prototype investigations conducted by Gaillard and others.

tme.rs concluded that very little scale effect was evident in the breaking

of iiaves on a beach with no barrier present.

18. In measuring the pressure of breaking waves, Iarras used sensing

equipment which ws sensitive enough to record high-ffrequency fluctuations

of pressure. He discovered that the pressure rose very rapidly and then

dropped rapidly as the wave first hit the will. After this initial spike

there ws a longer duration pressure of lesser intensity. larras concluded

that the development of the pressure was strictly a hydrodynanic phenome-

non. However, no attempt was made to develop any relations from which the

pressure might be predicted and no numerical data were presented.

19. He did, however, investigate the effect of lowering the top of

the wall to the still-water level. In couqarison of the results of the

tests conducted with the high wall at which no overtopping occurred and

6



with the w-U lowered to the still-water level, he found that the shock

pressure was almost completely eliminated in the latter case.

20. In addition to the testing program, Iarzas also developed a

mathematical theory to predict the breaking characteristics of a wave on

a beach with no barrier.

21. At the same time that tarras was conducting his experiments in

the laboratory, three other investigators--A. de Rc,,ville, P. Besson, and

P. Petry'--were conducting breaking-wave pressure experiments on actual

concrete breakwaters or. the coasts of France and Algeria. Although the

face of these breakwaters had a slight batter, they can be considered to

be vertical for the purposes of this discussion. De Rouville, Besson,

and Petry measured the pressures due to the waves breaking against the

breakwaters with piezoelectric pressure cells. These pressure cells were

mounted in fixed locations in the face of ;, breakwater. The results

of their experiments were very significant since their data showed the

same tfpe pressure pulse as that which was measured in the laboratory by

Iarras. These three men made the first measurements of the high shock.

pressures as they actually occur in nature. For one particular wave

which had a he Oht of 8.2 ft at breaking, they recorded a shock pressure

of 98 psi. Th. shock pressure is more than 50 times the hydrostatic

pressure of the wave on the wall. A very detailed report was mde of their

findings, including some photographs of the pressure-time records. Their

study is the only p- totype investigation which has contributed any sig-

nificant data concerning the shock pressures due to breaking waves.
22. Paving been inspired by the findings of de Rouville, Besson,

6
and Petry, Ralph A. Bagnold of England conducted laboratory experiments

in 1938. The purpose of 3agnold's experiments was to aid in discovering

the nature of breaking waves. The laboratory tests were conducted in a

flume of such dimensions that solitary waves with a height of 10 in. could V
be generated in 18 in. of water. The waves were generated with a paddle-

type generator. The wave generator was timed so that the forward stroke

coincided with the reflection of the crest of the wave returning from the

test wall; thus, a series of solitary waves was generated in the flume

as opposed to a train of oscillatory waves. Bagriold used a sloping

-~__It



beach to cause the waves to break at the wall.

23. His pressure measuring equipment consisted of a quartz piezo-

electric pressure gage fitted in a T-slot in the test wall in such a manner

as to enable the cell to be moved to various positions up and down the

wall. The pressure was recorded by photographing the oscilloscope trace.

However, there was no way of triggering the camera automatically, and as

a result Bagnold made no photographs of the trace of any shock pressure

pulse.

24. From his observation of the waves breaking against the wall,

Bagnold theorized that the short-duration shock pressure was caused by

the compression of a thin layer of air wh4 ch was trapped between the fuce

of the breaking wave and the wall. This thin layer of air was assumed to

be compressed at such a rapid rate that it caused a pressure of very high

intensity but of short duration on the wall. However, if the layer of

air is thicker, it decreases the pressure since it gives a cushioning

effect to the face of the breaking wave.

25. Rather than attempt to draw conclusions from the maximum

pressure alone, Bagnold analyzed the puenomena with regard to the impulse

transferred to the vt-l by the wave hitting it. This approach was taken

since the impulse is only a function of the pressure variation observed

and not of the thin layer of air which he visualized.

26. Bagnold assumed that the wave striking the wall was analogous

to a solid plunger compressing air. This plunger had a unit cross-

sectional area and an undetermined length. The density of the plunger

was assumed to !e equal to ti-e density of water. In order to cause tVi

impulse on the wall it was further assumed that this plunger moves at the

same velocity as the wave front striking the wall. The shock impulse

transferred to the wall by the breaking was equated to the momentum of

the above-mentioned fictitious mass cf fluid or plunger. Thus, the length

dimension of the mass of fluid could be easily calculated from the measur-

able quantities. This length is approximately one-fifth of the wave

height.

27. Bagnold compared this theory with the results of the prototype
I

tests conducted by de Rouville, Besson, and Petry at Dieppe in 1935 and

8



1937. In some instances there was close agreement. However, in about half

of the results tabulated by Bagnold there is little agreement between the

observed impulse and the momentum of the fictitious column of fluid. It

is difficult to say whether or not there is a definite correlation since

only seven values were tabulated by Bagnold, and many other factors enter

into the prototype measurements.

28. Having arrived at a method of calculating the length zf the

water column involved in the shock pressure, Bagnold coisidered the rote

at wnich this column compresses a layer of air and the mximum pressure

produced when the water column comes to rest. In order to accomplish

this, he let the water-column plunger compress a layer of air of given

thickness with an initial pressure equal to the atmospheric pressure. It

is assumed that the layei' of air is compressed adiabatically. From a

number of theoretical pressure-time curves which were computed by graphical

integration, Bagnold then gave the peak pressure to be

Pmax D

which produces results within +10 percent in any consistent units. In the

above equation pVX is the maxima pressure, p is the mass density of

the water, U is the velocity with which the wave strikes the wvall, K is

the length of the column of water and is assumed to be equal to one-fifth

of the wave height, and D is the thickness of the entrapped layer of

air.

29. Bagnold went on to say that in a vacuum, true orater-hammer

pressures could occur. However, since under atmospheric conditions some

air will always be trapped, no direct impact between the water and the

wr.i can occur.

30. In compariLg the values of the shock pressure he observed with

the data obtained by de Rouville, Belson, and P~try, and appl.rirg the

normal model laws for pressure, Bagnolk noted that the laboratory pres-

sures were comparatively much higher than the prototype values. Bagnold

hjpothesized that this was due to the irregularities in the surface of the

sea which were not present in the laboratory and also cbe to the addit:o.ral

9
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cushioning created by the presence of foam and froth in zhe sea water which

was also absent in the laboratory.

Minikin's Equation

.31. In 1946 R. R. Minikin,7" 8 also in England, combint-d results of

Bagnold with his own experiences and set forýh an equation for the maxaimm

shock pressure that can be expected. This equation gives the maximum

shock pressure in terms of wavelensrth, wave height, and water depth. It

is used widely today and has the following form:

d
pa = lozpg(d + d) -VH

This equation is not dimensionally homogeneous. In the English system,

pmax is the maximum shock pressure in pounds per square foot, pg is the

specific weight of the water in pounds per cubic foot, dw is the depth

of water at the toe of the wall in feet, d is the ater depth in deeper
water in feet, and H and L are the wave height and wavelength, re-

syectively, both in feet. The equation was developed originally for a

ejuposite type of breakwater, in which case dt would be the depth of

water at the toe of the vertical wall and d would be the depth of the

water at the toe of the rubble-mound foundation.

32. The maxIwm pressure is assumed to act at the still-water level.

The pressure at other points on the wall is given by the equation

P= PMax ( H)&

where p is the pressure at a point y distance above or below the still-

water level, Pmax is the maximum shock pressure, and H is the wave

height. The hydrostatic pressure due to runup is added to the shnck pres-

sure. The hydrostatic pressure is assumed to be zero at a point H/2

above the still-water level. AlthouLh Min3 kin's equatior has been modified
and tempered by perscnal experience of engineers who have used it, it is

one of the most widely used equations for pressure due to breaking waves.

io
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Further Experiments with Breaking-Wave Pressures

33. Primarily because of the work of Bagnold and the theory that he

presented. many recent studies have been imade and different equations have

been proposed. The first of these later studies was conducted by Douglas

F. Denny.9 Denny's study was primarily a continuation of Bagnold's work,

but he approached the problem in a different manner and made no attempt

to either verify or disprove Bagnold's hypothesis. Denny used essentially

the same facility as Bagnold except that he replaced the sloping beach

with a berm. He stated ;uait this change was made because the length and

height of a berm were easier to change than a slope and thus the breaking

of the wave could be more easily controlled. The recording equipment

used by Denny was also different from that used by Bagnold. Denny used

a magnetic induction device to measure and record pressure. To check the

maximmn pressure which had occurred he used a gage which recorded only

the maximum pressure. In addition to pressure, Denny also measured the

impulse transferred to the wall by a breaking wave. The impulse was

measured by the deflection of a heavy wall suspended on knife edges and

springi.
34. The procedure Denny used in analyzing his results differed from

the methods of the previous investigators in that he used a statistical

approach.' Mu ts of pressure were taken for a given wave con-

dition. The frequency of occurrence waz then plotted versus the ratio of

shock pressure to wave height. A similar distribution of shock impulse

was made. The plots shown in Denny's paper indicate that the most fre-

quently occurring pressure varied from approximate1 j, one-fourth to one-

third of the maximm pressure which he recorded. He went on to Lay that

both the maximum pressure and the most frequently occurring p-. essure

appear to be directly proportional to wave height. However, the varia-

tion of pressure with -wave height was the only relation presented. The

range of wave height used by Denny (7 in. to 15 in.) provides too limited

a range to afford reliable extrapolation to prototype size waves. The

system Denny used to generate the waves was the same as that used by

Bagnoli. The periods of the oscillatory waves were synchronized with the
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nrvtural peiod of the wave tank. Tests were also conducted using solitary

"waves.

35. The conclusions concerning the duration and intensity of the

shock preshure were similar to those of Bagnold. Denny found that the

intensity of che shock pressure was inversely proportional to its dura-

tion, and the area of the pressure-time curve of the shock pressure or

shock impulse tends toward a maximum which is a fraction of the total

iwomentum of the wave before breaking.

36. Further laboratory experim,.ntation on the pressure caused by

breaking waves was reported in 1953 by Culbertson W. Ross.1 O1'll The

research conducted by Ross was done at the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers

Beach Erosion Board (now the Coastal Engineering Research Center). The

paper by Ross10 is of particular value since it is one of the very few

in which the data are presented in detail.

37. The apparatus used in Ross' experiments consirted of a stee-l

wall in which either one or two pressure cells could be mounted. When

two cells were used, they were mounted 9 in. apart horizontally. Pro-

vision was made to enable the pressure gages to be raised or lowered ro

various positions on the wall. The sensing elements of the pressure

cells consisted faf a stack of four thin disks of tourmaline crystal. Ross

varied ti.e wave height, wave period, water depth, and beach slope. The

range of wave period reported was from 3.5 to 5.0 sec, the wave height

varied from 3.5 to 7.5 in., and the still-water depth varied from 10.7 to

14.2 in. The beach slopes used in these tests were 0.078, O.O94, 0.144,

and 0.176. The height of the pressure cell varied within a range of ap-

prcximately 4 in. along the wall.

38. In addition to the pressure, Ross also measured the pressu::e-

time integral of the shock pressure. He found that this integral was

essentially constant regardless of the magnitude of the shock pressLre,

thus supporting Bagnold's findings. Upon comparison of the measured value

of the shock impulse with the total momentum of the wave, it was found

that the measured shock impulse was usually less than 10 percent of the

total momentum of a corresponding solitary wnve. It was mentioned that

the data obtained were insufficient to draw any relation between the

12



pressure and wave characteristics. However, an approximately linear re-

lation was indicated be%ween shock pressure and wave height.

39. Another recent and noteworthy investigation of the shock

pressure due to breaking waves was conducted by Shoshichiro Nagai12 in

Japan. Extensive measurements of the pressures due to waves breaking

on composite-type breakwaters were made daring his investigation. His

tests involved the observation of the effects of both solitary and oscil-

latory waves. However, no comparison between the pressures due to soli-

tary waves and oscillatory waves was reported.

40. Nagai tested a variety of different breakwaters and wave con-

ditions. The slope in frcnt of the vertical-wall structure varied from

1/2 to 1/10. The effect of a berm in front of the wall at the top of the

slope was also studied. The wave height tested by Nagai ranged between

2.4 and 8.7 in. The wave period of the oscillatory waves varied from

1.2 to 2.0 see.

h4. High-speed motion pictures were taken of the waves at impact

and related to the pressure measurements. From these motion pictures it

was determined that the fast-rising impact pressure occurs as the wave

strikes the wall, a minimum pressure occurs just after the time of ma.xi-

mum runup (and momentum reversal), and the second maximum occurs as the

water is falling back down the wall. Thus, it was asbumed that the im-

pulse transferred to the wall is equal to the area under the first peak

of the pressure-time curve. The area under the second pea:- of the

pressure-time curve is assumed to be equal to the momentum gained by the

retrogressiv, wave. It "was found that in most cases the ratio of impulse

to momentum change was less than one.

42. The pressure distribution on the wall was found to have two

general shapes. The first had its maximum at or near the still-water
level and dec •eased parabolically to zero at points equidistant above

and below the maximum. This distribution was the same as that i•ropoied
by Minikin. The second type of pressure distribution had its maximum

at the bottom of the wall and also decreased parabolically to zero.

43. Nagai determined that the maximum shock pressure was a function

of water depth at the wall, dw ; water depth in the horizontal bottom

13
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portion of the channel, d ; and the wave steepness in the horizontal

bottom portion of the channel, H/L In terms of these variables, the

upper limiting value of the maximum pressures Pmax was expressed in

grams per square centimeter as follows:

=300 (0.051 + W-j

44. Nagai proposed that this relation for the maximum shock pressure

be applied to prototype structures using the Froudian model relations.

Upon comparison with the maximum pressure measurements of de Rouville,

Besson, and Pitry, there is favorable agreement with Nagai's formula in

most cases. However, in a few of the cases the value meLsured in the

prototype was almost twice as great as that predicted by Nagai's equation.

41. Nagai concluded that the very high shock pressure occurs only

for a small range of wave conditions. Thus, the probability of its occur-

rence is small. He also concluded that this probability increases as the

slope in front of tne vertical wall becomes flatter.

46. In 1958 Lennart Rundgren13 reported on research conducted in

Sweden on both breaking and nonbreaking waves. He went into great detail

in the case of nonbreaking waves, bout the presentation concerning breaking

waves was less extensive. Using different wave coneitions and a beach

slope of 1/9.4, and varying the water depth, he investigated the character

of the breaking-wave pressures and the conditions under which they occur.

Rundgren comparea the bre%'eng-wave parameters which h( observed for waves

breaking on vertical wa: h those predicted by u.rnk's solitary-

wave theory. He conclu,.- that the wall had an effect on the break-

ing characteristics of the wave. The depth of water necessary at the" wrall

to cause high shock pres-rare was significantly less than that in which

the wave would break on an unobstructed beach slope. The breaking depth

on the unobstructed beach slope was that depth predicted by ýXunk's
18

theory. Rundgren made Aixnltaneous pressure measurewents a- six dif-

ferent elevations on the test wall and found that the pez.k pressures did

not quite occur simuitaneously. The peak pressure first occurred at the

lowest point and then successively occurred at higher points up the wall.
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The rate at wt.rch the press,.rte peak moved up the wall varied from test to
test.

47. Rundgren cor'pared his test results with those of other inves-

tigators snd concluded that the following relation oetween sh-ock pressure

and wave sL'-epness was applicable:

Pmax (HLo) 2
Pg0 0 1 a 0 2

where PMx is the maximum shock pressure, pg -.s the specific weight of

the water, H% and L are th-:. deepwater wavr height and wavelength,

respectively, and "l and c2 are twtr undetermined constants.

48. Rundgren stated that in his pressure measurements some error

is probably involved due to the close proxirit: of the natural frequency

of the ý3ressure cells used and the frequency of the shock pressure. How-

eve-, ia spite of this error, he also concluded that his tests and those

of others point to an approximately linear relation between shock pres-

sure and waxe height.

49. Also in 1958 two Japanese investigators, Taizo Hayashi and
14

Masataro Hattori, reported the results of their laboratory studies on

breaking-wave pressure on a vertical wall. The main concern of Bayashi

and Hattori was not the initial shock pressure, but the longer duration

secondary pressure following the shock pressure. They assumed that the

secondary pressure was directly proportional to the velocity head of the

water strl.king the test wall. The aim of the investigation was to deter-

mine the constant of proportionality. A preliminary theoretical investi-

gation was made starting from the existing theory of the dynamic pressure

caused by a jet striking a plate. It was thus determined that the pressure

was propcrtional to the velocity in the following manner:

P2 2L2
Spg g

vhere P2  is the pressure caused on the wall by the wave, excluding the

initial shock pressure; og is the specific weight of the water; U is the

15
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velocity of the water at irpact on the wal; and g is the acceleration
of gravity.

50. The testing program consisted of making five simultaneous pres-

sure measurements at different elevations on the vertical test vall. A

solitary wave was used in order to eliminate the effects of the previous

waves in a train of oscillatory waves. Beach slopes of 0.044, 0.069. and

0.088 were used in addition to various water depths and wave dimensions.

The velocity of the water at impact was determined from motion pictures

of the breaking wave. No firm conclusions were drawn concerning either

the secondary pressure or the initial shock pressure, but Hayashi and

Hattori did publish their data in tabular form. A few of their shock

pressure measurements are included in the graphs presented later herein.

Studies of the Total Force due to Breaking Waves

51. There have been many studies of the pressure caused by breaking

waves, but relatively few concerned the total force of breaking waves. The

two most noteworthy studies of the total force due to breaking waves were
conducted in 1954 by John H. Cart15 and in 1961 by J. J. Leendertse.16

5P. Both Carr and Leendertse used the same type of equipment. A

three-component force balance was used to measure the force and momentum

of a breaking wave. In Carr's experiments the still-water depth was fixed
at 2 ft; however, the water depth at the toe of the wall was adjustable so
that the waves could be made to break directly on the structure. The beach

slopes used in this study were 1/3, 1/10, and 1/30. The wave conditions

were also varied. The effect of inclining the barrier to an angle of

30 deg shoreward from vertical was studied along with the vertical barrier.

53. Carr presented a number of dimensionless plots of force, moment,

and impulse versus de-epwater wave steepness for different conditions.

Utilizing these plots, Carr concluded that the forces obtained were in

excess of the forces calculated by the Minikin mathod. He also found that
inclini.ag the barrier 340 deg shoreward from the vtrtical tends to halve the

forces whicn would occur on a vertical barrier.

54. In addition to fcrce measurements, Carr also made some pressure

16



measurements using a barium tiTanate pi.-zoelectric pressure cell. The

results of these tests were not reported; however, it was stated that

the measurements were similar to those rep.orted by other investigators.

Stroboscopic photography was employed to gair. more information concerning

t:ie kinematics of breaking waves, but no data from the photographs were

presented.

55. The impulse measurements by Carr showed that the imjulse of

the short-duration transient force does not exceed about 10 percent of the

total impulse cf the force on the wall from the time of wave contact to the

time of momentu~m reversal. Carr assumed that momentum reversal occurred

at the second maxiymum of the force-time curve. This point was determined

by analogy from the essentially sinusoidal force-time curve due to a

clapotis. In the case of the clapotis, the maximum force occurs when the

flow has been brought to rest, or at the instant of momentum reversal.

56. Leendertse's study was similar to Carr's; however, he considered

only a beach slope of 1/10. The waves used by Leendertse varied in height

from 0.2 to c.6 ft. Leendertse's data vere presented in a manner similar

to the way in which Carr preseated his data. There is close agreement

between the results of the two studies. Leendertse went one step rUrther

and presented a method of analyzing breakwaters for the effects of break-

ing waves. The method of analysis was based on the results of his study.

Sumnary of Historical Background

57. The present study was based largtly on investigations conducted

by previous authors. Both their data and their methods of aralysis were

used as a basis for comparison with the results obtained from this experi-

mental program. In the preceding sections of this Part short sunnaries of

some of the more significant investigations were presented in order tc

familiarize the reader with what has been done and to point out some of

the accomplishments and shortcomings of these investigations. A wealth

of information has been gathered concerning the pressure due to waves

breaking on vertical-wall structures, but for the most part ruch of it har

never been put together. By using the results and some of the data of

27
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others who •ave studied the problem, it is believed that a more comprehen-

sive study could be made.
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PAFT MII: EXPERIMEnUL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

58. This Part describes the experimental portion of this study in

general terms. A detailed discussion of the experimental equipment and

procedure along with a discussion of the accuracy of the equipment. is

presented in Appen dix A.

59. The experimental portion of this study was conducted in a wave
flume approximately 1 ft wide (fig. 1). The waves were caused to break on

SFLAP-? VPI! SAVE GE[•EUATCM 0 S*

e4 EST WALL

WAt , 02

12.. ___:4S

Fig. 1. Diagram of wave flume

the vertical test wall by the use of a beach slope fitted in front of the

wall. The test wall was constructed of aluminum plate and fitted with a

pressure transducer. Photographs of the front and back of the test wall

are shown in fig. 2.

60. The variation of pressure with time was recorded by an oscil-

logra;ph capable of accurately recording the high- frequency pressure varia-

tions. The pressure cell was movable in the vertical direction on the

test wall so that presmare could be measured at various locations. No

arrangement was made for more than one pressure cell; thus, no silaltaneous

pressure measurements at different points on the wall were obtained. How-

ever, based on the work of other investigators, it was assumed that the

shock pressure acts on all points on the wall at the same time.

61. The wave heights were recorded at three locations in the flume

using resistance-type wave height gages. Two gages were placed in the

portion of the flume with the horizontal bottom. The third gage was plazed

close to the test wall to measure the wave height at breaking. The wave

19
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ieights were recorded on an oscillograph.

62. The sizes of the waves used in this study were dictated by the

size of the flume and the capabilities of the wave generator. Due to the

limited depth of the flume, the ma.ximnun wave height in the flume was

approximately 3-1/2 in. Although there was no lower limit or minimum

wave height, the smallest practical wave height was about 1 in. The

longest period whicdh the wave generator was capable of producing was 2 sec.

The wave generator was capable of producing waves of very short period

(less than 1 sec); however, for periods below about 1-1/2 sec the uni-

formity of the waves within a train became difficult to contcol. The

water depth was determined by the height and period of the waves used

since the water depth at the wall could only be changed by changing the

water depth in the flume. The height of the beach slope above the flume

bottom at the test wall was fixed. Two different beach slopes were used.

One beach had a slope of 1/25 and was used for the first seven series of

tests. The other beach had a slope of 1/i0 and -das used for the remain-

ing three series of tests.

0 63. The actual wave dimensions used were chosen in order to give a

representative spread of the effects of wave height, period, and steep-

ness. A sunmary of the data, including wave dimensions, is given in

table 1.

64. It was immediately apparent that there would be much scatter

of the shock pressure values. Therefore, in order tv, increase the proba-

bility of recording the highest pressure which might be expected, Many

tests with identical conditions were conducted. The variations in the

shock pressure measurements are discussed in detail in Part IV.
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PART IV: DISCUSSION AND XNALYSIS OF THE DATA

A Detailed Discussion of the Data of One Test Series

65. The experimental program consisted of ten series of tests, each

series involving different wave and flume characteristics. During each

test run of a series, the wave characteristics were kept constant and the

position of the pressure cell on the test wall was varied. In order to

facilitate the presentation of the data, the discussion will begin with

the single test ran, and will then continue with a discussion of the data

for a group of identical test runs. The discission will then continue

with a close examination of the first test series. Then all of the test

series will be combined and compared with the first test series. It is

believed that this type of presentation of the data will help the reader

follow the testing program more easily, and enable him to see how each

test fits into the whole program.

66. An experimental test series was begun by setting a water depth,

beach slope, and wave period. The wave height was varied so as to obtain

maximum shock pressure on - .e test wall due tc the impact of one of the

first four breaking waves, preferably the first or second breaking wave.

The pressure was measured at a point near the still-water surface. The
choice of this point was based on the findings of previous investigators.

Once the wave causing tie highest rhock pressure was found, it was assumed

that this wave would cavae the highest pressures on all points along the

wall. This means that a wave of a different height but of the same period

and in the same water depth, etc., will not cause a shock pressure at any

point in the wail which is higher than the pressure at that same point

caused by the wave causing Lmaci•mm shock pressure.

67. The work of previous investigators has shown that the distribu-

tion of the shock pressure is not regular along the wall Zn the vertical

direction. Therefore, one of the aims of this investigation was to cleter-

mine the shape of the distribution of the shock pressure on the wall. To

accomplish this aim, the pressure cell wa.s moved in 0.25-in. increments

up and down the Test wall. Since only one pressure cell was used, it was
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assumed that the shock pressure acts simultaneously at all points on the

wall. This assimption is not exactly true as has been found by Rundgren;

however, for practi-al purposes it is believed to be a valid assumption.

68. To aid in the discussion of the variations and patterns of the

test data from any o:.e test series, test series 1 will be used. Let ui

begin the discussion wLth the results of any one single test run, which

consisted of measuring the wave characteristic. and the pressure "aused

by the first four consecutive waves which break dgait.st the test wall.

Due to the energy used in putting the water in motion, since the waves were

started in still water, the rzrt few waves generated by the wave machine

did not break ox the test wall. These waves were reflected, forming

clapotis-type action on the test wall. The number of nonbrea-ing waves

preceding the tr.in of breaking waves was found to be dependent on the

characteristics of the wave and the flume. These characteristics include

the wave period and height, the water depth, the beach slope, and the water

depth at the toe of the test wall.

69. The first four breaking waves appeared to the eye to be quite

unifor-n in their characteristics. They all seemed to break at the same

point and sent spray as high as 5 ft in the air as they struck the wall.

After the fourth breaking wave, the water in the vicinity of the test wall

became very disturbed due to splash and reflections of the previous -aves.

70. For test series 1, the still-wter depth in the uniform-depth

portion of the flume was 10.50 in., while the still-water depth at the test

wva1 (which was loceted on top of the beach slope) was 3.18 in. The slope

of thto flume bottom (the beach slope) in front of the test wall was 1/25.

The average wave conditions for test series I were as follows: wave

period, 1.93 sec; wave height in uniform-depth portion of flume, 2.30 in.;

wavelength in uniform-depth portion of flume, 114.2 in.; wave height at

breaking (6.0 in. from face of test wall), 3.15 in. The deepwater wave

height and wavt~length were calculated by use of the first-order approxi-

mtion of oscilla~ory--wave theory as described in Appendix B. The deep-
water wave height was 2.21 in., and the deepwater wavelength was 229.1 in.

fn71. The pressure-t-e diagram for any point on the test wall was

found to be similar to the diagram shown in fig. 3. The pressure rises
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Fig. 3. Typical pressure-time curve

very rapidly to a maximum as tLe face of the wave strikes the wall and then

falls quickly. This initial spike in the pressure-time curve is called the

shock pressure, and its duration can be measured in milliseconds. Follow-

ing tae initial spike of the pressure-time curve, there is a second rise

in pressure and finally the pressure returns to zero .s the wave recedes.

The value of the second maximum of the pressure-time diagram is called the

secondary pressure and has a much longe- duration than the shock pressure.

The duration of the secondary pressure from the end of the shock pressure

to the final return to zero of the pressure at the still-water level is

approximately two-tenths of the wave period. In fig. 3, showing a sketch

of a typical pressure-tLae curve, the various elements have been labeled.

Fig. 4 shows a sequence of eight motion-picture frames which sho-i the

action of the wave on the -vrall that causes this type of pressure pulse.

These motion pictures were taken at a film speed of 64 frames per second.

72. Within any single test rur the magnitude of the shock pressure

varied considerably while the nagnitude of the secondary pressure remained

approximately the same for each of the four waves. To illustrate this, the

following are the values of the shock pressure and the average value of

C-.
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Fig. 4. Sequence of~ photographs showing wave breaking on test wall
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the secondary pressure for the test run of test series 1 in which the

highest shock pressure was recorded. The average secondary pressure was

0.10 psi while the shock pressures caused by each of the first f-Da-

breaking waves were 1.38, 4.08, 2.15, and 1.20 psi, respectively. These

measurements were taken at a point 3.75 in. above the foot of the test

'vall or approximately 1/2 in. above the still-water level.

73. The variation in the :=gnitude of the shock pressure is evidert

in these values. They are typical of the spread of most of the shock

pressure measurements for any single test, especially in the zone of maxi-

mum pressure. Above and below the zone of maximum pressure where the

value of the shock pressure decreased considerably, there was much less

variation in the magnitade of the shock pressare.

74. In addition to variation of the shock pressure caused by each
of the waves in any single test run, there was also considerable variation

in the shock pressure from test to test for any given point on the test

wall. Due to this variation, numerous mo.asurements were made at each

point on the test wall. For example, there were ten test runs made with

the pressure cell locateO 3.75 in. above the bottom of the test wall for

test series 1. The values of the shock pressure caused by the first four

breaking waves for these ten tests are shown below.

Shock Pressure, p..i, for the
Successf've Breaking 1-.aves Indicated

Test No. First Second Third Fourth

1 l.:8 0.70 0.91 No record
2 1.10 1.71 0.76 0.71
3 1.12 2.47 0.40 0.36
4 1.08 4.08 2.15 1.20
5 1.36 1.81 o.46 0.85
6 1.08 2.51 0.72 0.55
7 1.03 2.o6 0.92 0.82
8 1.58 0.80 0.79 0.83
9 1.37 U.58 0.54 0.48

10 1.40 C.71 o.61 0.60

75. Here again the variation from test to test is representative of

all of the data of all the tests for any point cz. the wall. It was also

observed that there was less variation in the shock pressure from test to
test in the regions on the test wall where the magnitude of the shock
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pressure was much less. As mentioned previously, the greatest ",rrations

in the magnitude of the shock pressure occurred in the area :f maxinmum

pressure. The secondary pressure did not exhibit great scatter as in the

case of the shock pressure.

76. Careful examination of the preceding tabulation reveals that

there is less variation in the value of tne shock pressure between tests

for any given wave than between waves for any given test. In other words,

there were more generally consistent results between the pressures re-

corded for a given wave for all the tests than between the four waves of

a single test. From the talralation it can also be seen that the pressures

due to the first and second breaking waves of each train were generally

higher than the pressures due to the third and fourth waves. Similar

results were observed on all the tests. This observation leads one to the

conclusion that each of the waves in the train was significantly differ-

ent even though they looked the same, and there was greater similarity

between the wave trains produced in each test than between the waves in

any one train.

77. The variation in the data of each of the test series can be
more easily seen when presented graphically. In order to illustrate the

variation in pressure between the successive waves of a train the arith-

metic mean of the shock pressure for each wave of the train was plotted.

Fig. 5 shows the results of these c viputationb for test series 1. In this

figure are four plots of the mean srock pressure. The numbers 1, 2, 3,

and 4 on the curves refer to the number of the breaking w-.-e. It can be

seen that there is great variation between each of the successive waves

of the train in the area from 3 to 5 in. above the bottom of the wall.

This is the region of maxinsm pressures, the area where greatest var'ation

was always noted. Below 3 in. and above 5 in. the curves tend to merge

together. In the area above and below the area of maximuw pressures t1-ere

was great consistency both between each of the waves from test to test and

between the su, .essive wavws of a single test.

78. Similar results were also noted in the other test series in

which waves of differe'it characteristics were tested. The mean shock

pressures for each of the waves in the train were also plotted for the
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I other series. These plots are shown in figs. 6 through 14. The notation
on these plots is the same as that for fig. 5.

79. A detailed examination of the variation in the secondary pres-

sure was not conducted since the secondary pressure showed little varia-

tion. The little variation in the secondary pressure fell within the

lifmits of accuracy of the pressure cell. It was Therefore .oncluded that
the secondary pressure is rot gi eatly affected by small changes in wave
shape and probabl]y can be accurately predicted. A more detailed discus-

sion of the secondary pressure is presented in paragraphs ,11-116.
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80. In test series 1, pressure measurements were taken at 0.25-in.

increments vertically along the wall. The lowest position of the center

of tie pressure cell was 0.25 in. above the bottom, with the edge of the

0.50-in.-diam sensing element of the pressure cell at the bottom of the

test wall. The uppermost measurement was made 7 in. above the bottom of

the test wall. At approximately this point, both the shock pressure and

the secondary pressure became too small to measure. The pressure distri-

bution thus observed was similar to that observed by earlier investigators.
The maximum pressure occurred near the still-water level, in this case at

a small distance above the still-water level. Above this point )f maxi-

mum pressure, the shock pressure decreased approximately parabolically

to zero. Below the point of maxixmum shock pressure, the shock pressure

decreased to a lesser value and then was fairly uaniform to the base of

the wall. The general shape of the pressure distribution was similar

to the distribution of the mean shock pressure shown in fig. 5. However,
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when the maximm pressures observed were plotted, the cusp at the point

of maximum pressure became more pronounced. In considering the maximum

pressures on the test wall, the maximum pressure observed at a point on

the wall was noted regardless of which wave in the train caused it. Thus,

the resulting distribution curves of maxirmun shock pressure represent

the maximum of all shock pressures recorded. In this particular test

series the higher shock pressure generally was caused by the second break-

ing wave of the train.

81. This particular method of plotting maxirmm pressure was chosen

due to the great variation in their magnitudes. The aim of the test series

was to measure the maximum pressures caused by a wave of given character-

istics. It soon became evident thet huge numbers of tests would have

to be conducted to brrive at an absolute maximum pressure or even a

maximum pressure which could be computed statistically. Therefore, in

order to come as close to the goal as possible and yet keep the experi-

mental program within the limitations of time and facilities, a relatively

smll amount of data was taken -or each wave condition. Although the data

of one test series in themselves do not provide any a'bsolutes, when they

are combined with the data cf the other test series, and the corresponding

data of other investigators, useful results and general trends can be

developed.

82. The complete shock pressure data from test series 1 are pre-

sented in table 2. The left-hand column of the table gives the elevation

of the pressure meamrement measured in inches above the bottom of the

wall. The pressure data shown are the values of shock pressure measured

in pounds per square inch above atmospheric pressure, for the first

through the fourth breaking waves of the train. Tables 3 through ll show

the data from the other nine test series. Similar results were observed

in theie tests.

83. The maximum shock pressures observed in test series 1 were

plotted (solid curve. fig. 15). It can be seen that the higher shock pres-

sure occurs in the area in which the face of the breaking wave strikes the

wall. The elevations of the crest and the trough of the breaking wave are

also shown in the figure. The breaker crest and trough elevations were

3h
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meaaared at a point 6 in. from the face of the wall. However, these

elevations are very close to those of the crest, as the wave strikes the

wall, and the maximun drawdown. It is ianpossible to measure the breaking-

wave height accurately at a point close to the wall die to the runup of

the wave and the splash. Also shown 'An fig. 15 is the still-water level.

iz was observed that, although the higher shock pressures occurred between

thQ crest and the trough of the breakin; wave, a shock pressure developed

below the point of maximum drawdown as low as the bottom elevation of the

wall.

94. The presT-res observed in this experimental program were com-

pared with corresponding pressures predicted by Minikin' s equations.7,8

Minikin's equations were used as a basis of comparison since tfley are

widely used in the United States for the prediction of shock pressures

on vertical walls due to breaking waves. 11inikin's equation for maxtmv.

shock pressure is gKven in paragraph 31. The maximum pressure is assumed

to act at the still-water level. The equation for the pressure at other

points on the test wall is also given by Minikin (see paragraph 32).

Computations were made for the waves used in test series 1, and they are

plotted ±i fig. 15 together with the observed data. Fr this one test

series, the pressures predicted by Minikin's method comparc favorably with

the observed shock pressures. The main differences lie in the P.ssumption

that the maximum pressure acts at the still-water "., vel and the assumption

that there is no shock pressure developed below H/2 below the still-

water level. The other two curves in fig. 15 are discussed in subsequent

paragraphs.

A Comparison of the Results of All Test Seris

85. It is believed that the results of the first test series have

been discussed in sufficient detail to relate those data to the data ob-

tained in the succeeding test series. The results of all of the test

series will be related to eachi other in an attempt to determine common

fictoes and trends. The data will be discussed first relatirg the obser-

vations. then applying these observations to what is already known or
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hypothesized about the shock pressures caused by bieaking waves.

86. In oider to more easily comrpare the results of each of the test

series, separate plots of th4 maximum ,,hock pressure distribution for each

test series were made. These plots are similar to fig. 15, and are shown

in figs. 16 through 24. As in fig. 15, the shock pressure predicted by

Minikin's method is also presented on each of the latter figures in order

to facilitate comparison for each wave ccndition.

87. In order to gain some knowl edge of the effect of the slope of

the beach in front of the barrier, the beach slope in the last three

series of tests was changed from 1/25 to 1/10. Test series 1 through 7,

which weze conducted with the 1/25 beach slope, will be discussed first.

In general, the results of test series 2 through 7 were similar to those

of test series 1. The shape of the pressure distribution and the location

and magrqitude of the maximum pressure were similar to those obtained in

the first series of tests. The pressure distribution for each of the

series wis similar in shape with the maxirmm pressure occurring above the

still-water level and near the &levation of the crest of the breaking

wave. In general, the Jarger waves, both in height and wavelength, tended

to prodtte higher pressures at all points on the test wail. The one

marked exception to the similarity of the test data was test series 5.

This series was conducted using a relatively short-period wave (1.38 sec)

and a great deal of disturbance was noted at the wall due to reflections
and splash. The shock pressure distribution for this test series bore

little similarity to those of the other ser.ý.. However, upon examination

of fig. 9 for the variation of che mean shock pressmre for test series 5,

it cabn be seen that the mean shocK pressare for the first breaking wav-e

did conform to the distribution found in the other tests.

88. Since considerable similarity was noted ii. the distribu-Ldon of

maximum shvck pressures on the wall for each of the series of tests thus

far discussed, an expressiLn for this commc.a shape was sought. The para-

bolic distribution proposed by Minikin quite closely approximates the

actual distribution of maximum shock pressures. The data from this inves-

tigaticn indicate that the distribution of pressures on the wall i s deter-

mined by the characteristics of the w3ves at breaking. The wave height
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at breaking is a functi(,n of both wave and beach characteristics.

McCowan18 found that the breaking height of a solitary wave is proportional

to the breaking depth. Since the breaking depth or depth of water at the

wall is more easily measured than the breaking height, Minikin's pressure

distribution was modified to the following:

P max d
w

This relation fits the portion of the pressure distribution above the point

of mximum shock pressure very well. However, below the point of maximum

shock pressure, it was found that the expression

P = Pmax I 1-5 2

more closely approximated the observed shape. The symbol y in the above

equations represonts the distance above or below the point of maximum pres-

sure at which pressure p will occur. It was also observed that below the

point where p - 0.1pmax , the magnitude of the shock pressure was approxi-

mately constant. Therefore, below p = O.lpmax the shock pressure p was

assumed to be constant and equal to O.1pmax . In order to more clearly

see how this empirical approximation of the shape of the shock pressure dis-

tribution compares with the observed pressure distribution, the approximate

distribution has been plotted in figs. 15 through 18, 20, 21, and 24 and is

shown by the dashed line marked "approximate envelope of observed pressure."

89. A beach slope of 1/10 was used in test series 8, 9, and 10.

The va-iations in the shock pressure in these three series of tests between

individual tests of a series and between the individual waves proved to be

similar to the scatter observed in the first seven series of tests with

the 1/25 beach slope. The change in beach slope had little or no effect
on the scatter of the pressure data. The mrked difference between the
1/10 and 1/25 beach slope tests was the shape of the maximum pressure dis-

Lribution on the wall, especially in test series 8 and 9. Tn both of these

series, the shock pressure increased to a maxaimim vt a point s1ightly Delow

the e-evation of the crest of the breaking iave and then remained



approximately constant at that value to the bottom of the wall. These

maximum shock pressure distributions were plotted just like those pre-

sented for the previous series of tests and are shown in figs. 22 and 23.

The shock pressur-e distribution recorded for test series 10 on the other

hand was very similar to those measured for the tests with the 1/25 beach

slope. Here +tb pressure increased to a maximum bclow the crest of the

breaking wayz and then decreased sharply to a lesser vrlue which remained

constant to the bottom of the wall. In order to compare the shape of

the series 10 pressure distribution with the distribution measured in

the first seven series of tests, an approximate envelope was also plotted

in fig. 24. This envelope is the same as that found previously but wvuh

one exception--rather than assuming the shock pressure to be constant

at O.iPmax , the shock pressure was assumed to be constant at O.?-p.

The parabolic distribution above and below the maximum pressure shown by

the dashed line is the same as before. The magnitudes of the maximum

shock pressures for test series 8, 9, and 10 were approximately the same

as that observed in test series 1 through 7 considering the size of the

waves. Based on this limited cuzparison, the effect of changing the

beach slope on the magnitude of the maximum shock pressure was not evident.

Discussion and Analys. s of the Maximum Shock Pressure

90. Now that the individual results of each test series have been

examined in detail, let us consider the testing program as a whole. We

are interested i- analyzing the data with the aim of finding a method of

predicting the maxirmi shock pressure. An approximate relation has been

established for the shape of the shock pressure distribution on the wall

in terms of the maximum shock pressure. Therefore, with a relation for

the value of the max-iAmm shock pressure, one would then be able to calcu-

late the pressure at any point on the wall. Since only the ideal case
""- -.- been corsidered here (the wall was rigid, smooth, impervious, and high

enough so that no overtopping occurred, and the beach slope was smooth and

flat), the maximum shock pressure can be assumed to be a function of the

wave characteristics alone. From the data already presented, it was seen
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that the slope of the beach had no observable effect on the shock pressure

for the two slopes considered. Therefore, the shock pressure was assumed

to be independent of the slope of the beach in front of the wall. Since

the water depth was chosen so that a wave of a given size broke on the

wall so as to cause the highest shock pressure, the water depth at the wall

can also be eliminated as a pertinent variable. The primary characteris-

tics of the wave are its deepwater wavelength and its deepwater wave

height. The deepwater wavelength and period can be used interchangeably

since they are functions of each other and of gravity. All of the other

characteristics of the wave such as celerity, energy, and the wave height

and wavelength in any other depth of water can be expressed in terms of

the deepwater wave height and wavelength. The other pertinent variables

are the acceleration of gravity, g , and the density of the water, p

In this study the product pg , which is the specific weight, will be

used instead of the two separate parameters.

91. In the past, mob- investigators have said that the wave height

hIs the greatest influence on the shock pressurw. They have attempted

to show that the maximum shock pressure is directly proportional to the

wave height. This conclusion seems reasonable, and all data thus far col-

lecterc have shown that waves with greater amplitude generally cause higher

shock pressures. Upon examination of the maximun' shock pressure values

re orded in this study and the maxinmz shock pressure data of other invezs-

tigators, it can be seen that the variation between pressure and wave

height is generally linear. In order to show this more clearly, the mxai-

mum shock pressure is plotted versus wave height in fig. 25. Both oscil-

latory- and solitary-wave data are included in this figure. The line

labeled Pmax = kii -is the rela-ion between shock pressure and wave height

which most authors propose. In general, the shock pressures conform

closely to the relation pmax = kH in the region of model data, i.e. for

relatively small wave heights. However, the prototype data available fall

well below the line. Although those prototype data plotted may not be the

maximum shock pressures possible, neither &re any of the other values

since there is no method now known of calculatini the absolite maximum

shock pressure. Therefore, in determining a relation for tie maximum
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versus wave height

shock pressure it -m~st be based solely on the data which have been re-

corded thus far. Since these data cover many thousands of tests made over

the past 25 years, it is believed that the maimm pressure possible -is

not very much greater than those pressures -r•ich have beer. recorded.

9.Upon comparison of t•he data r-orded in this studyv and those

by Ross, it was determined thatuave height was not the only 'wve charac-

teristic which is important in the deter-rdnation of the shock pressure

value. Upon careful study of -,,hese data it was evident that the wave-

length or period may also play an imrportant role in determining the M~gni;-

rude of thý shock pressure. Therefore, a plot was made of shock pressi~e

versus wave period. In order to elimi&nate the effects of "rave height t'f,

maximum. shock pressure was divided by the prodact of the specific w•eight
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93. In this analysis, thereZore, a relation will be sought that

gives the max'imum a hocX pressure e.s a function of positive powers of both
the wave height and the wavelength. A general function for the maximum

parameters already discussed:

shoc p cl(h fol oL0g)

The subscript "o" denotec deepwater characteristics. The deepwater char-

acteristics of the wave will be used here since the wave height and wave-

length vary with water depth. Therefore, the deepwater characteristics

are the only scAund basis of comparison. The wave characteristics for
any cther depth of water can be easily found in terms of the deepwater

characteristics. Due to the limitations of the experimental apparatus,

ih was impossible to generate deepwater waves for this study. Waves in

the cncidal region were used; t½n deepwater characteristics of these

waves were computed using their measured characteristics in water cf

finite depth and the first-order approximation of the oscillatory-wave

theory as discussed in Appendix B.

94. By performing a dimensional analysis on the above function

for maxim shock pressure, one can write

Pmnax 2(L )
ogHo L H0

The function 12 (L/Ho) can be assumed to have the form (LAHo)n , where

n is a const-ant exponent.

95. Let us now include another relation wnich is made up of both

the wave height and the wavelength--namely, the wave energy. The wave

energy E is givn by Uie expr. Lsion

1 100

This is the total deepwater '•ve energy per wavelength. It is composed of

half kinetic energy d.ue to the mt':on of the water particles and half
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poteriiAal energy due to the elevation of the water particles above the
Sstill-water level. Solving for the wavelength in terms of wave energy,

one obtains

8EO

0

Substituting the above expression into t-he relation for naidum shock

pressure, oe has

mrax0
--9Ho(P~gH3)

I0
Now by using the previous assumption that

-(Lo IL0n

the relation

Pmax 0
PgH k2( n

k00

can be obtained, where k and k are constants of proportionality.

"Solving for pa alone, one then has

2m =~(pg)lfl 0

Since the wave energ' E° is a function of both wave height and wave-

length, let us assign a value to the constan; n by setting the exponent

of the wave height H equal to zero. The wave height H is a redun-

dant variable since it is included in the expression for the wave energy.

Therefore, since (l-3n) = 0 , n = 1/3 , which tfnen substituted in the

above equation yields

= ycýPg)2/ El/3

Now if Pg is assumed constant since there is only two percent difference
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between the specific weight of sea water and that of fresh water, o:.e can

'o-it~e1/

Pmx = k3 (t-Lo) IT
I

This relation satisfies the requirement stated ea.rlier that the pressure

must be a function of positive powers of both the wave height and the

wavelength. To show Low this relation conpares with obeerved data, the

data from this study as well as the data collected by other investigators

are plotted !n fig. _27. The line in fig. 27 labeled

p(g 5o()2/3 /3o

is the curve enveloing all of the data available. The constant. k "bich

Is equal to 50 here vas found eMpirically Ifra the plotted data in fig. 27.

The iave energy for eacd of the points in this figure was calculated from

the equation

96. The data included in fig. 27 are the values of maiium shock

pressure for each of the ten series of tests of this study and the higher

shock pressure waues published by the other investigators listed on the

figure. In examlii this figure, one mast realize that &le to the scatter

of the data and the perfect conditions which must exist in order to gener-

a.'e high shock pressures, there are -ny other data points for which the

shock pressures are much less. These points have not been included since

the purpce:, of this study was to exmze only the highest pressures and

to attempt to devize a method of predicting the muxhuzm shock pressure.

The data in fig. 27 include only osc llatory-wave data. On the plot of

mxium shock pressure versus wave height In 2ig. 25, both oscillatory- and

solitary-wave data were included. The solitary-wave data were not included

in fig. 27 because there is no satisfactory method of compulng the energy

of an oscillatory wav' in deep water with the energy of a solitary wave.
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97. Thus far, both the general sbape of the 2hock presawre distri-

butJ on and the ngnitude of the zmximum shock presaure have been discussed.

T.he maximu shock pressure has been found to oby the relation

The shape of the pressure distribution ha3 been found to follow tQe

relation

above the point of axi•y pressure and

Pp S t

below the point of maximum presvire. Below the point where p = O.lax

with tbe 1/25 beach slope. o0 p = O.2p•, with the 1/10 slope, the pres-
sure was generally constan.. However, nothing has been said yet concern-

ing the location of the ma•dun shock pressure, other than that it gener-
ally occurs between the stifl-ater level and the elevation of the breaker

crest. Tn order to predict the elevation of the shock pressure for given
mave conditions, the ratio be'Ween tne eie-,ation of the maiuzm shock
pressure above the bottom of the well, bpmx , and the stil-water depth

at the wall, dv , vas e-sniined. This ratio was then ccpared with the

wave steepness, Ho/° . The ccqarison vas made with the wave steepness
since all previums studies of brtviking-wve characteristics point out that
the breaking depth and breaking height of a wave are functions of the wave

steepness. The resulting plot of the ratio b,,,/d versus the deep-
water wave steepness HA/o is shown in fig. 28. The data for each of
the ten series of tests are displayed in this figure. -It can be seen that

there is a definite relation between the elevation of the point of wdxi-

mum shock pressure, the still-vater depth at the vall, and the deepwate-

wave steepness. In addition, it is seen that the slope of the beach in
front of the wall is also an important factor in determining the location
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Fig. 23. location of mii m shock pressure relative to the water depth
at the vlU versus deeprfter wave steepness

of the mul•m shock pressure. Due to the lack of extensive data, it wws
assumed that the ratio bp=./dw coald be represented as a power of the
deePater wave steepness HR/A° Therefore, this relation could be
represented with a straight line on a log-log plot as srm in fig. 28.
The upper line is for the 1/25 beach slope, and the lower line is for the
1/10 beach alope. These lines were calculated by the method of least
squares.

98. In order to compire 'he proposed method of calculating theshock pressure on a wall caused " - breaking waves, the predicted pressure

distribution has been depicted iTi figs. 15 through 24 by the cures
labeled "predicted pressure." For each wave condition the mvz n shock
pressure was calculated frm the equation

Pm" = 5o(pg)2/3 E/3

The location of the point of maxinm shock pressure was taken from the
curves in fig. 28. The shock pressure at other points on the wall was
calculated using the pressure distribution dismssed previously. Bhsed
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on the daý: availabl,, it is lelie-ved that this method of cs1clating the
maxinmn shock pressure is more valid and accurate than ary method thus far

proposel by other investigators.

99. However, one mat realize that there are on liyited data

and virtually no theoretical knowledge concerning this phenomenon. There-

fore, by necessity, only a first approition to the solution of the
problem is proposed here.

100. Ibus far, this discussion has been concerned with only the

mgnitude of the shock pressure, but it mst be remembered that both the

mgnitude and time characteristics of the load determine the msponse of

any given structure subjected to the loading. Depending upon the dynamic
characteristics of the structure,, a given pressure pulse may either have

very little effect or be very detrimental.

101. Generally speaking, heavy massive structures such as monolithic

concrete breakwaters would be affected very little, if any, vhen subjected

to a very short-duration pressure pulse. On the other hand, a light

flexible structure such as a sheet steel pile mall might suffer greater

damage from a short-duration pressure pulse than it would from a static

load of the saue ragnitude. Therefore, an attempt uws made to measre

the duration of the shock pressure frm the oscilloaph record of pres-

sure. It was fcund thst the duration of the shock pressure varied as

greaty as its Magnitude. It was also noted that the higher pressures

are generally asaciated with shorter trations; and conversely, the lower

shock pressures are associated with longer durations. This causes the

shock i e to be fairly constant Por a given wave size. The shock

impulse is defined to be the integral of the shock pressure with respect

to time from immediately before tke start of the shock pressure pulse to

the time when the pressure has decreased to the mg'nitude of the secondar

pressure. Due to the small range of wave periods tested in this study it

uas impossible to draw any conclusions concerning the variation of the

shock pressure duration with tl- wave period. The shock pressure durations

measured in this study varied from approximtely 0.02 to 0.GL sec. This

variation exhibited no pattern vith respect to wave pericd.

102. Die data of two other studies corntining shock inpulse records
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were coeared 'with thie inpulse data gathered in this P bidy in order to
obtain a large range of data. These di-ta are shown in fig. 29. 'The shock
impulse., I , va~s plotted versus the deepurater wave energy since it is
believed tbat the wave energy' more faithfully represents the wave size than
azry other parameter. A general increasing trend can be seen between shock
ingUse and wave energy in fig. 29. Hoiwever, due to the small &=Iurt of
data, no definite conclusions viUl be mad concerning the sLock imp~ulse.
Fig. 29 azh-e- the impulse of the mxiduam shock pressure. It zan be assumed
in the first approaimation thaz the distribution of shock impulse on the
wall is similar to the distributlon. of shock pressure and that the point
of mauimm shock impulse coincides with the point of mmximam shock
presmhze.
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A C22m son of the Results of Other Investigators

103. The reenits of other investigators have been briefly discussed

wherever their data hzve been included to supplement the data from this
study. In this section the data and theories of the other inzvestigators

will be treated more thoroughly with primary emphasis on the couparison

of their results. It is emphasized, however, that one wst use caution in
comparing the data cf other investigators since each uses different equip-
ment and each presents his data and r-sults in a different manner. In
addition, a detailed analysis of the work of some authors is exceedingly

difficult, if not impossible, since the data presented are far from com-

plete and often only those which support their theory or conclusion are

included.
104. Bagnold was one of the first to make a careful and detailed

study of shock pressures caused by breaking wAves. Based on the results
of his experiments, Bagnold concluded that such pressures axe caused by
compression of a layer of air trapped between the face of the wave and the
wall. Bagnold states that this layer of air is compressed at a faster
rate than it can escape, causing a rapid increase in pressure in the air

layer. In order for the highest shock pressure to occur, the layer of air

rust be thin. If the wave breaks some distance in front of the wall, or if
the water surface is disturbed, a comparatively thick layer of air will be

trapped. A thick layer of air acts like a cushion, and no shock pressure
or a lesser shock pressure is observed. Bagnold used solitary waves in

still water to eliminate disturbances from previous waves. Bagnold's
theory appears reasonable; however, there are a few contradictions which

are evident. First, the observation was made that shock pressures occur
in disuarbed wtter after a fpw waves have broken on the wall just as
readily as they occur in still water. This observation was also made

by Ross who measured pressures for long trains of oscillatory waves.

Secondly, shock pressures have been observed at the base of the wall below
the point of maxfim drawdown. Shock pressures at the very base of the
wall were observed in the present study. This means that either the com-

pressed air is forced down to the bottom of the wall or some other
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phenomenon causes the shock pressure. Motion pictures were taken during

this study at a f•m speed of 64 frames per second in order to see if air

pockets could be detected. In these pictures it was impossible to see

any trapped pocket of air. Ak hough these motion pictures do not preclude

i fthe existence of air pockets, they do point out that the observation of

such a layer of air, if in existence, is nearly impossible. A sequence

of eight consecutive frames of these motion pictures is shown in fig. 4.

105. The other investigators who used solitary waves were Hayashi

and Hattori, and Denny. Hayashi and Hattori were primarily interested

in the secondary pressure. 7hey recorded the shock pressures but did

not discuss them. The greatest shock pressure recorded by HIkyashi and

Hattori has been incILded in the plot of shock pressure verres wave heig~eu

in fig. 25.

106. Denny's work was a continuation of Bagnold's. He studied both

solitary waves and oscillatory waves. The highest pressures recorded for

his three wave heights are plotted in fig. 25. These points include both

the solitary- and oscillatory-dave dta. The points of Denny's data

plotted in fig. 27 for shock pressure versus wave energy are for oscil-

latory waves. The period of the oscillatory waves studied by Denny was the

same, as the natural period of his wave flume, which on the basis of the

data given can be calculated to be approximately. sec. Ve waves used by

Denny are the largest -hich have been used in any model study. Therefore,

by including Denny's data the range of wave sizes can be extended almost

into the region of prototype size waves.

107. The other model study of note which was included in the data

presented is the one conducted by Ross in which oscillatory waves were

used. The range of wave sizes was intermediate between the small waves

studied in this experime•ital program and the large waves which Denny used

in his experiments. Ross conducted a large number of tests which included

the measurement of both shock pressure and shock impulse along with com-

plete information of wave parameters. It can be seen from fig. 27 that

the results of Ross' study closely fit the indicated relation between

shock pressure and deepwter wave energy. The five Ross data points in-

cluded in fig. 27 are the highest shock pressures recorded by him. As in
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the case of all of the studies which have been conducted, there was great4
scatter in his data and any records "rere made of lesser pressures. A

few of the shock iqulse measurements of Rots are also included in fig. 29.

Ross also noted that the shock inpulse remined fairly constant even

though there was great scatter in the apiitude of th, shock pressure.

108. based on their results, both Denny and Io s concluded that

there was a definite relation between shoc" pressure a;A wave height, and

that the shock pressure is directly proportional to the wave height.

109. Results of two other model studies ars also included in

figs. 25 and 27. They are the studies conducted ty Naga± and the one con-

ducted by Thxgen. The shock pressures observed in both of these studies

were mich lower than those observed by other investigators.

110. De Rouville, Besson, and Pitry conducted the only prototype

study in which shock pressures were mcn-ured. The highest shock pressure

data recorded by them have been plotted in fig. 27. These data are si-

nificant since they show that shock pressures are not solely a laboratory

phenwmnon and that they occur on full-scwie breakwaters. It was assumed
that the pressures measured by de Bouville, Besson, and Pitry were close

to the maximm. They used three presre cells set at fixed elevations

and thus did not record a couplete pressure distribution. This assuqption

is considered valid since their data fit in well with the model data of

other studies, including this one. They also fit reasomably well the pro-

posed relation between shock pressure and wave energy. As was the case

with all other studies, there were many meesureurnts of less intense shock

pressures than those presented due to the fact that &ost Ideal conditions

nust exist in order for high shock pressures to occur.

A Discussion of the Secondary Pressure

Ill. In the beginning of this Part the secondary pressure vas

discussed briefly. It was pointed out that there was little variation

in the secondary pressure for any one set of conditions. Due to thef
pressure scale used on the oscillograph in order ".o record the shock pres-
mires, the variations in the secondary pressure were less than the errors
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introduced in reading the oscillograph reLord.

112. The pressure fcllowing the initial shock pressure is caused

by a condition of the motion of the water at the wall during runup and by

the static head of water on the wall during runup. The secondary pressure

is the second maximum observed on the pressure-time diagram, and it occurs

at the point of maxium runup. At the time of maximum runup the static

head is the greatest on the wall and Uhe water particles have zero veloc-

ity. During descent of the runup, the pressure decreases to zero as the

water level falls to below the level of the pressure cell. Essentially,

this phenomenon is the same as the clapotis. The clapotis Is caused by

a nonbreaking wave that is reflected from a wall. The clapotis pressure

is also caused by a combination of static head and velocity of the water

particles. Since there is a great similarity between the clapotis and

* the motion of the breaking wave on the wall after impact, a comparison

between the measured secondary pressure and the theoretical clapotis pres-

sure was m•e. The clapotis pressure was calculated by Sainflou' s1 method.

In making the clapotis pressure calculations it was assumed that there

was no beach slope in the flume. Therefore, the water depth and wave

dimensions at the wall were assumed to be the same as those in the section

of the flume with the horizontal bottom. Once the calculation was made,

the clapotis pressure was assumed to act onily as far down as the top of

the beach slope. In other words, the bottom of the clapotis pressure

diagram ins cut off at the top of the beach slope or actual bottom of the

test wall. Upon ccaparing the secondary pressure with the clapotis pres-

sure it was found that they nearly coincide in most cases. The diagrams

showing this comparison for each of the test series are figs. 30 through

39. There is a large amount of scatter in the secondary pressures ftim

test series 1 shown iu fig. 30. This scatter is due to the fact that a

50-psia pressure cell was used in this series of tests and the magnitude

of the secondary pressure was outside the accuracy limits of the pressure

cell. The other nine series of tests were conducted with a 15-psia pres-

sure cell, and mor• consistent data were recorded. On the basis of this

comparison it is believed that present methods for calculating clapotis
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pressure can be used with good accuracy in calculating the secondary pres-

&ure due to breaking waves.

113. The total pressure duration, which is measured from the time of

impact to the time when the pressure returns to zero, and the total Im-

pulfse, which is the inwsral of the pressure over the total duration of

the pressure, have also been included for each test series in figs. 30

through 39. Essentially, the total pressure duration is a measure of the

time during which the wave is in -cntact with the wall at each point on

the wall.
.114. In order +o show how the total duration varies with the wave

period, a plot of the ratio of pressure duration at the still-water level

and wave period versus wave steepness is shown in fig. 40. It can be seen
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Fig. 40. Duration of pressure on wall at the still-water level
relative to the wave pli•iod versus deepwater wave steepness

from this diagram that the Juration of the pressure with respect to wave

period increases with increasing wave steepness. The wavelength and period

are functions of each other. Therefore, this plot shows that the total

duration of the pressure on the wall increases with increasing wave height.

U15. The impulse -hown in figs. 30 through 39 for each of the test

veries is the total 1,uLse and includes the shock impulse. However,
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since the shock inmpuse is only about 10 percent -f the total impulse, the

data shown in these figures are nearly equal to the product of the second-

ary pressure and total pressure duration.

116. The total duration and impulse data were included prmarily to

show toat the total impulse and pressure duration are not the same at all

points on the wall and to show that the total impulse is more dependent

upon the secondary pressure and its duration than on the skock pressure.

The Effect of a WaL. on the Breakin Claracteristics of the Wave

117. Studies have been conducted, both theoretical and experimental,
on the breaking characteristics of waves or beaches. However, no previous|

studies have considered the presence of a barrier on the beach such as the

test wall in this study. An analysis of the characteristics of the waves

breaking against the test wall was made to determine if the data and

methods now available to predict breakinG characteristics of waves en in-

obstructed beaches could also be applied to waves on obstructed beaches.

If relations between waves causing mximzm shock pressure md vares break-

ing on unobstructed beaches could be derived, one would then be able to

predict when shock pressures would occur using data now available.

U8. Mhere have been rebAtively few prototype studies concerning

breaking waves; however, the studies conducted have contributed consider-

ably to the knowledge of breaking-wave pressures. Most of the experimental

and theoretical works invollng full-scale tests were conducted as a result
of the need for useful surf forecasts for amphibious operations during
Worrd War II. The U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office1 7 published a volume I

in 194 dealing with the methods of forecasting breakers and surf. That i

study waz mostly empirical and combined the data from the breaking-wave -

studies, both model and prototype, which ha, been corducted up to that

time. From these data, cur-es vrre plotted that reltte the wave ieights

at breaking and the vater depths it breaking to the deepwater wav.- steep-

ness. Also as part of the effort to produce accurate methods of fore-
18

casting breakers and msf, Munk investigated the application of solitary-

wave theory to breaking-wave problems.
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119. The results of both of these studies are reproduced in figs. 41

and 42 to compare them witn the data from the present study. Fig. 41 is a

plot of the ratio of wave height at breaking to wave height in deep water,

H,./Mo', versus the deepwater wave steepnesb, Y.A ". he ratio FHVH is

called the relative height nf the breaking wave. On fig. 41 it can be

* seen that the results of Munk's study and those of the U. S. Navy lydro-

graphic Office agree closely. Also shown in fig. 41 are the data re-

4 corded in this study. Considering th i fact that there are only ten data

points from '"'s study, hardly enough to form strong conclusions, there
is very little diffc.ence between the breaking height of a wave on an ob-

structed beach and the breaking height on an unobstructed beach. This
observation leads one t- the conclusion that, when an obstrcction such as

a veitical wall is present on the beach, the wave reflected from the wall
has very little, if any, effect on the incident wave. On an unobstructed

beach there is little or no reflected wave due to the long runup on the
beach; thus, each breaker is esseutially independent of previous waves.

It is noted that there is considerable scatter in the data from which the
curve of the Navy Hydrographic Office and the curve of Mink were drawn.

The spread of tbae data would include all of the data points from the

present study.

120. Information concerning the breaking depth is also important

in breakwater design. Altsough the present study is primarily concerned

with shcck pressures, if the depth at which a given wave will break to
produce maximm shock pressure can be predicted, then the possibility of

a breakvater's being subjected to such pressure will be known. The dia-
gram shown in fig. 42 is similar to fig. 41; however, the water depth at

breaking rather than the breaker height is plotted. Two of the curves
shown in fig. 42 are from studies by the U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office

and the work of Mimk, as marked. These curves are plots of the breaking
depth relative to the deepwater wave height, djH , verras the deepwater
wavev steepness, H /L , and are plotted from data of waves breaking onia 0
unobstructe-d beches of various slopes and have been derived in a miner

similar to the methods used for the breaking height shown in fig. 41. The

data from the present study, which are also plotted in fig. 42, are not
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plotted against the same ordinate variable as the two curves mentioned

above. The data points from the present study represent the still-vater

depth at the wall relative to the deepwater wave height, dAo , versus

the deepwater ,ave steepness, HALO . The water depth at the wall,

was used to plot the data from this study rather than the breaking depth,

, since the depth at the wall is the more significant variable when

speaking of shock pressures on the wall; also, d can be more easily

measured.

121. Tht water depth at the wall is different and is less than the

actual breaking depth since the wave must break a smll distance in front

of the wall in order t. ibVact on the wall and cause maximum shock pres-

sures. The point of breaking is down the beach slope from the wall and

therefore in deeper water. The line through the 1/25 beach slope data

points in fig. 42 was drawn to show the trend of data more clearly. The

line was calculated by the method of least squares.

122. In fig. 2, as in fig. 41, the curve of the U. S. Navy dydro-

graphic Office was drawn from data which e-zhibited zr•ch scatter. The

curve after Mank on fig. 42 was drawn using his breaking-height curve

(fig. 41) and the relation dB= 1.231 which Mmk propcsed. This re-

lation between the break.ng depth and breaking height of a wave is based

on the solitary-wave theory, and is discussed in APTendix B.

123. It is also of interest to look at other parameters of the

breaking wAve such as the elevation of the crest above the bottom. The

breaking height is the vertical distance from the breaker crest to the

preceding trough. The elevation of the crest of the breaker in this case

iz measured vertically from break,- crest to the base of the test wall.

Figs. 43 and 44 are plots of the data from this study relating the breaker

crest elevation to the deepwater wave height and the still-water depth at

the wall. Fig. 43 shows the relation between the relative Llevation of

the breaker crest, y../Ho , versus the deepwater wave steepness, H A
lt. can be seen that the crest elevation of the b-aker behaves in a manner

similaz to the breaker height. The flatter waves tend to peak up more

noticeably when they break, whereas the steeper waves increase 'ery little

in wave height over the deepwater wuves and their crest elevation is much
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less than that of a flatter wave of the same deepwater height. On fig. 43

there are two points for the 1/10 beach slope which fali. %,,onsiderably

below the other data points. In examinirg these waves closely it wa,

observed that their wavelength was considerably Fonger than the horizontal

length of the beach slope. On the basis :f these two tests, it appears

that the short beach slope acts somewhat like a berm. By the time the

wave begins to be affected by the more shallow water on the slope, it

has reached the wall. It is believed that this causes the crest of the

wave at breaking to be lower and the breaker height to be sm.ller since

the wave does not build up gradually as it would on a longer slope. The

wave is still in the state of transformation when it breaks. In both of

these tests the wavelength in the flume was approximately 50 percent

greater than the length of the beach slope.

124. Fig. 44 is a combination of fig. 42, which shows the water

depth at the wall necessary to cause shock pressures, and fig. 43 which

shows the breaker crest elevation. Fig. 44 is also based on the data from

the present study, and it shows that the ratio between the breaker -rest

elevation and the water depth at the wall, yB/dw , is constant for all

deepwater wave steepnes.s when conditions are such that the wave breaks

oi. •'he wall and causes maximum shock pressures.

125. In conclusion, it is emphasized that all the breaking-wave

data which are based on the experimental portion of this study pertain only

to conditions which peoduce maximum shock pressures. No attempt was made

to make any comparison with waves breaking against a wall which do not

cause shock pressures, and no data are presented for such cases. The only

comparison of breaking characteristics is with data which have been gath-

ered by other investigators uho studied breaking waves on unobstructed

beaches. It is believed, however, that much more information is needed

concerning the characteristics of waves breaking on walls. bbre conclusive

information concerning the effect of the wall on the breaking character-

istics of the waves, as compared to the breaking characteristics on an

unobstructed beach, would also be of great value.
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PART V: SIMmARY AND COWLLMIONS

126. Th-q nurpose of this study was to aid in the development of a

more reliable and sound method for designing breakwaters which will be

subjected to the action of breaking waves. This aim was accomplished b,

the use of an experimental investigation and by consolidating the data

of other investigators. The other studies have heretofore been generally

unrelated, and very little attempt was made by any of the investigators

to make use of work which had been done pre liously.

127. In addition to information concerning shock pressures due to

breaking waves, the secondary pressure and the breaking-wave character-

istics were also considered in the analysis. This study considered only

the ideal case of a smooth, rigid vertical wall which was high enough to

preclude overtopping, whereas in reality, very few breakwaters are built

with ex-.ctly this configuration. However, increased knowledge of the

simple case will lead to more accurate methods of analyzing the more com-

plemx structures.

128. It is believed that the most important finding of this study

is that the maximum shock pressure has been shown to be proportional to

the one-third power of the deepwater wave energy, in the first approxima-

tion, over the entire range of data now avmailable from laboratory and

prototype tests. However, the shock pressure exhý its wide scatter for

seemingly identical conditions. In addition, relations were developed

for the distribution of the shock pressure on the test wall. These rela-

tions were derived from the data generated in the laboratory during this 4

study, but other investigators have observed similar distributions of

shock pressures on walls. Although the shock impulse is an important pa-

rameter in breakwater design, insufficient data are avalable to make

any conclusions otbh.- than that the shock impulse also tends to increas3

with increasing wave energy and is about 10 percent of the total impulse

transferred to the wall. The shock impulse was also found to be fairly

constant for given conditions; the higher pressures are associated with

the shorter durations and vice versa.

129. The secondary pressure was also studied, and it was found that
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the secondar,' pressure is nearly equal to the clapotis pressure. The

secondary pressure was fairly constant for simi.lar wave conditions and did

not exhibit the degree of scatter that was observed for shock pressures.

130. The final major consideration of this study was the effect of

the wall on the breaking characteristics of the wave. The breaking

characteristics of a wave breaking against a wall so as to cause maxiuam

pressure were compared with the characteristics of a wave wnich is allowed

to break on an unobstructed beach. It vaa found, for the limited range

of data available, that there was little difference between a wave break-

ing on a beach obstructed by a wall and a wave breaking on an unobstructed

beach. Thus the information norw available concerning breaking waves on

unobstructed beaches can be used to analyze waves which break against

vertical walls.

131. This study provides a start for the development of more ac-

curate methods of designing breakwaters which rust withstand the action of

breaking waves. However, there is much to be one to obtain a complete

understending of the effects of breaking waves. More laboratory and

theoretical investigations are needed to determine the effects of other

variables which were neglected in this investigation. PLtotype tests

are also needed to confirm the validity of laboratory results and to in-

vestigate those variables which cannot be reproduced in the laboratory.
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-a~ble 2

Shock Preacure Data, lost F,!rles 1
I - 2.-0 in,• 2.21 In. d - 10.50 Im.
L - 114 2 It. L 0 29.1 - 3.18 In.
T - 1.'ýsc0z-ij?

DiatAnce i ove -hock fressure ti. p30) for the Distance Above Shock Presuxve (In psi) -ar the
"-ott,= 0 ,•,1 SUcces.,ve -e-- ir. 1.ve Indic&aod Bottof ll 3u ,wcessive Pr.akin= Walrs Indlcstod

b, I- IYA Secorxi Thind Fm~rth o.i. First StccxA Third Fourth

0.25 0.y6 0.45 0.31 0.29 3.75 1.15 0.70 C.91 --
0.3ý O,5. 0.30 0.23 1.10 1.71 0.76 C,.71

1.1 z- 4.7 o.4o o.3
0. 5!1 0.3 2.1.5 --3Z 3 1.08 4.0o8 2.15 1.2_0

0.3. o.'12 3.32 ..31 136 1.81 0.46 0. tý
0.32 0.50 0.32 0.31 1.08 2.51 0.72 0.55
"".3- -. 30 0. 30. 1.03 2.06 0.92 0.82
0.37 0.52 0.25 0.30 1.58 0.80 0.• 3.63
0.t 0. S -,o.-5 C3 0.33 1.37 1.58 0.54 0."8

c.,r 0.37 0.4c 0.23 0.3. 1.4 . o 0.71 0.61 0.0
0.35 0.48 0.29 0.3_n 4.00 1.61 1.59 0.41 1.00
2.yD 0.51 0.35 0.30 1.67 2.66 0.4.i 0.38
0.40 0.55 o.kt 0.33 1.37 2.59 0.73 0.43

1.00 0.35 0.50 0.37 0.3 2.16 2.54 0.70 0.56
0.37 0.52 0.37 0.32 I.A- 1.15 0.58 0.73
0.!8 0.:1 0 V. 0.30 1.c5 2.o4 0.97 0.72
0.37, 0.5 0.30 0.28 4.25 1-55 1.38 0.42 0.45

0.36 0.4o. 0.k_, 0o.3 1.83 1.,9 0.56 0.71
0.38 .59 S.41 0.4.2 1.77 1.59 0.48 0.90
0.36 0.53 0.36 -. 37 1.4.0 1.50 0.60 0.52

0'.37 0.50 0.37 0.35 4.50 1.04 1.ei7 O.2A 0.70

1.50 .%36 0.50 0.39 0.37 1.12 1.07 0.1,9 0.62
^-.35 0.3o.7 o.-2 1.23 0.83 0.31 0.57
0.37 0.4.8 0.3- 0..ko 1.20 0.96 0.20 0.37
0. 3 o 0.50 0.35 0.3. 1.-7 0.o. 0.78 0.23 o.45

1.73 0.3" 0.5:) 0.51 0.36 0.17 1.86 0.28 0.39
0.,8 0.51 0.1. o.• 0.73 1.o0 0.27 o.56
0.3 0.t2 0. 30_ 0.13.6-i 0.68 0. 3Y 0.3~

0.39 0..8 0.36 0.33 5.00 0.46 0.47 0.20 0.32
2.00 0..7 0.51 0.44 0.60 0.'37 0.48. 0.13 0..•0

0.39 0..63 0.32 0.50 0.44 0.1.8 0.19 0.t6
0.39 0.58 0.33 0.42 0.50 0.54 0.22 0.31
-- 0.67 0.39 0.59 5.25 0.33 0.29 0.14 0.20

2.25 0.50 0.72 0.42 0.47 0.32 0.32 0.15 0.18
0.,2 nf.39 0.19 0.40 0.3D 0.32 0.13 0.•2
O.1.O 0.7" 0.1.0 0.56 0.27 0.25 0.15 0.21
0.4,9 0.41 0.311 0.48 5.50 0.20 0.27 0.15 0.11
0.4,# 0.51 0.1.0 0.50 0.21 0.18 0.10 0.14

2.50 0.47 0.60 0.50 0.35 0.19 0.21 0.08 0.12
0.1. 0.61 0.35 0.33 0.19 0.20 0.13 0.14
0.44 0.58 0.97 0.33 5.75 o 26 0.13 0.09 o.C9
oi. 0.58 0.32 0.10 0.32 0.06 0.11 0.08
S0.52 0.71 0.35 0.1.8 0.13 0.12 0.06 0.C9

2.75 0.54 C.094 o.85 0.69 0.i3 0.22 0.08 0.11
o0.44 0.59 0.67 0.40 6.00 0.10 .U 0.0. 0.12

So~~'.50 0-43 0.57. 1.6 .2o." oo9 00
.0.13 0.11 0.09 0.07
o.4.6 0.87 0,0 0.88 0.1.1 0.11 0.07 C.105
0.53 0.77 0.60 111 0.10 0.17 0.07 0.m6

3.00 0.78 0.50 1.57 -- f. 25 0.08 0.15 0.05 l.'o4
0.54 C.77 1.05 0.73 0.09 o.o8 0.05 o.o•
^.55 0. A 1.07 0.61 0.09 0. 6 0.05 0.05
0 .60 1 .11 0 .72 0. 42 60 . o6 0. 04 O .C 0.05

j.25 0.61 0.61 0.83 o.66 6.50 0.0 o.o1 0.04 0.01
I-- Y, 0.31 0.71 0.05 0.C. 0.03 0.03

1.12 1.3- Y 0 0.81 6.5 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.03
0.75 1.06 -- 1.0o 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.03S1.30 1.21 1.10 0.80
0.66 1.2a 1.21 0.56 7.0 ).0. 0.0 0.04 0.03i0.o4 0.04 0.0! 0.03

3.50 '.17 0.52 0.75 -
0.84 0.71 D.65 0.52
1. m5 0.76 0.92 0.78
0.55 1.12 1.08 1.00
O.E'u 0.70 1.50 0.83
3.3p 0.50 0.93% 0.70
|0.E7 0.50 1.31 0.56
12.28 .' 1.53 0.7f

3.00 1.0ý " 1.1.
1.,1 .r7 .,. 0.91
O.81. 1.03 51 0.75
0.3 ) .A ". ' 1.15



Table 3

Shock Pressure Data. Test Series

H = 2.85 in. Ho = 2.77 in. d = 1.20 in.
L = 120.C in. 0= 229.1 in. d = 3.88 in.
T = 1.93 sec 0 w 1/25

Shock Pressuro (in psi) Shock Pressure (in psi)
Di3tance. Above for the Suct.easive Distwice Above for the Successive
Bottom of Wall Breaking Waves Indicated Bottom of Wall Breaking Waves Ind2cated

b, in. First Second Third Fourth b, in. First Second Third Fourth

2.50 0.42 o.61 0.56 0.90 5 00 0.68 5.37 3.45 1.96
0.43 0.78 0.51 0.96 0.76 2.20 2.80 2.54
(J."3 0.77 0.51 0.63 0.92 3.02 1.66 2.62
0.42 0.75 0.53 0.78 0.84 2.56 1.8o 1.68

3.00 o.42 o.76 o.88 1.o6 1.20 2.48 2.46 o.72
0.42 0.70o.88 05 0.62 5.16 1.22 1.86
o.45 0.88 0.63 0.85 0.76 2.20 1.70 2.00

o.46 0.86 o.61 1.25 5.25 0.86 8.30 2.46 1.040.86 8.40 1.74 2.36
3.50 0.46 0.73 0.62 1.33 0.86 8.40 1.76 2.36

o.48 0.94 0.63 1.13 0.84 5.22 1.66 1.82
0.43 1.16 0.62 0.97 0.84 3-9 1.20 1.56
O.46 0.88 0.62 1.65 1.02 2.60 2.52 0.84

0.94 3.56 2.08 1.6,^
3.75 0.48 1.02 o.74 1.06 0.92 2.82 2.96 1.2 2

o.49 -- 0.62 0.71 1.75 2.34 1.10o o.e,
0.49 1.31 0.70 2.50 2.00 1.21 1.22 0.6L
0.50 1.32 0.81 2.06 2.28 3.28 0.97 0.97

4.oo 0.52 1.55 0.80 1.18 5.50 1.06 3.74 2.42 1.54
0.55 1.o6 0.85 0.99 1.46 1.50 2.22 0.90
0.53 1.06 0.77 1.19 1.4o 3.92 1.58 1.44
C.52 1.29 0.85 2.21 1.36 6.74 o.74 1.52
C.55 1.37 1.01 1.40 1.34 3.84 0.96 0.96

4.25 0.52 1.66 0.88 1.73 1.16 3.16 0.76 1.02
0.52 1.17 1.03 1.21 5.75 1.24 3.52 0.80 o.66
0.59 1.51 1.18 1.50 1.20 3.70 1.08 0.60
0.56 1.32 1.3o 1.16 1.20 -- 0.66 1.10
0.53 1.85 1.06 3.17 1.00 4.06 0.80 0.70
0.55 1.24 1.12 1.22 o.94 2.08 0.94 0.98

4.5o 0.54 1.14 1.06 1.68 6.00 1.02 1.76 0.50 0.62
0.51 1.61 0.60 1.71 0.98 1.12 0.37 0.35
0.50 1.92 2.37 2.67 1.08 1.39 0.42 0.48
0.55 ::.35 1.12 1.22
0.55 1.79 1.03 1.37 6.5o 0.57 0.39 0.20 0.18
o.64 1.54 1.52 2.11 0.57 0.31 0.18 0.M2

0.57 0.35 0.19 0.45
4.75 0.64 2.10 1.42 3.52 0.51 0.32 0.18 C.425o.66 2.14 1.1 -A 1.96

0.66 2.o6 1.76 2.42
0.68 2.16 1.02 1.28
0.72 1.62 1.56 1.40
0.62 2.94 1.6o 3.00
0.58 1.78 1.00 1.26
0.59 2.48 2.03 1.85
0.65 2.20 1.14 3.82

CA



7able 4

Shock Pressure Data, est Series 3

=i 3.209 in. Ho = 3.22 in. d = 11.50 in.
= 124.0 in. o d = 4.18 in.=lQ~sec L= 229.1 in.

o 1.93 see z = 1/25
Shock Pressure (in psi) Shock P-ressure (in psi)

Distance Aboove for the Successive Distance Above for the Successive
Pottom of Wall P-reaking Waves indicated Bottom of Wall Breaking W&ves Indicated

b, in. First Second irhid Fourth o, in. First Second Mhird Fourth

3.50 0.52 0.69 1.26 0.69 6.00 3.72 1.38 6.36 c.96
0.52 0.98 0.84 0.49 2.30 0.90 2.12 0 78
0.56 o.6 4  0.98 0.70 1.82 1.60 3.00 0.86

4.O C.59 C.8& 0.97 0.57 9.56 0.51 3.86 0.70
0.59 0. l.07 0.60 7.22 1.60 2.92 0.94
0.59 0.95 2.01 0.60 1.72 2.32 1.88 0.66

02.20 0.66 2.84 0.80

4.50 1.17 1.41 1.66 1.39 8.40 -- 1.80 1.02
0.73 1.19 2.11 0.94 7.96 1.18 1.14 0.70
o.84 1.00 1.43 1.07 7.12 1.00 1.70 0.92
0.85 0.65 1.33 1.33 4.02 1.26 1.64 0.73

5.00 0.90 1.32 3.68 1.08 5.18 1.36 1.2o , 40o

0.94 1.7; 2.46 1.17 7.43 1.43 2.23 0.t2

C.96 1-.0 1.74 1.55 6.25 2.48 1.66 0.92 0.90
1.27 1.34 2.26 2.22 4.C. 1.24 1.76 0.78

5.25 1L.06  1.46 3.72 1.24 3.88 0.88 1.58 0.60
2.58 1.02 3.20 1.22 3.88 -- 1.32 0.60
3.32 1.18 2.12 0.84 4.56 0.96 !.36 --
2.52 1.44 1.86 1.30 6.50 1.95 0.91 0.76 0.47
;156 1.26 i.-o 0.86 1.86 0.88 0.56 o.6;

5.50 2.52 0.82 4.40 1.57 1.55 1.17 0.89 o.65
2.00 1.23 4.20 1.53 1.69 1.35 0.59 0.65
2.19 1.92 1.9_40 1.06 6.75 1.09 (,..- 0.35 0.4•7
2.25 1.12 2.95 0.80 1.06 0.73 0.36 o.4o
1.42 1 32 3.24 1.16 1.01 0.56 0.52 0.40
1.:,8 0.68 3.36 1.18 1.17 0.67 0.40 0.40
1.48 1.28 1.62 1.02 7.00 0.67 C.38 0.2 0.29
1.30 1.60 4.74 0.98 0.67 0.66 0.28 0.351.32 1.32 1.94 1.20
3.50 1.32 6.10 0.88 0.66 0.35 0.26 0.29
5.50 0.92 4.o8 1.38 7.50 0.27 0.26 0.18 o.44

5-75 2.64 0.98 4.08 1.48 0.29 0.29 0.16 0.22

4.W0 1.52 1.72 1.36
1.88 0.98 2.-, 1.58
3.60 1.42 2.14 1.40
1 .6•0 1. 36 3.-74 1.14•

1.38 0.72 2.96 0.96
7.70 0.82 4.38 1.34
"1.46 0.7c 2.-6 1.00
5.42 0.72 2.06, 1.16



Table 5
Shock Pressure D&ta. Test Series 4

H = 2.32 in. H = 2.32 in. d = 10.00 in.
10 = 16.7 Ln. 177.7 in. d = 2.68 in.

T = 1.70 sec 0 z = 1/25
Shock Pressure (in psi-)- Shock Pressutre i. i-P-70-

Distance Above for the Successive Distance Above for the Suce-assive

Bottom of WA Freaking Waves Indicated Bottom of Wall Breaking Wr.;es Indlcated
b, in. First Second Third Fourth b, in. First Second Third Fourth

2.00 0.28 0.30 0.51 0.51 3.75 o.69 0.66 0.70 0.31
0.36 0.50 0.6o 0.38 2.64 0.37 0.83 C.50
0.72 0.4. 0.38 o.4 0.90 0.63 1.42 0.80
0.55 0.38 0.61 0.50 2.84 o.68 1.33 0.92

2.25 0.60 0.43 0.44 O.40 3.37 0.67 0.89 0.48
0.52 1.19 0.53 0.80 3.32 0.70 0.82 0.630.73 0.65 0.62 5 .48 1.12 0.50 0.48 0.47

1.63 0.58 0.52 o.48
0.66 0.68 0.54 0.47 1.36 0.65 0.73 o.47

2.50 0.31 3.66 0.66 o.64 4.00 1.78 0.50 0.77 0.37
0.59 0.72 0.59 1.19 1.18 0.59 0.50 C.31
0.4&0 0.59 0.56 0.45
0.70 0.76 0.53 0.76 0.72 0.57 0.33 0.89
0.86 0.72 0.71 0.60 1.66 0.49 0.54 --

1.35 0.50 0.7 0.30
2.75 0.58 0.88 0.39 0.76 4.25 0.57 0.37 O.4O 0.29

1.01 0.71 0.72 1.19 o.94 0.30 o.46 0.31
!.06 0.61 0.76 0.51
0.73 0.8i 0.66 0.60 1.02 0.27 0.39 0.23
0.9c 0.72 1.77 0.62 1.02 0.35 0.43 0.20

0.72 0.92 1.27 1.12 0.90 0.34 0.28 o.34

3.00 0.34 0.65 -.4.4 0.87 4.50 0.51 0.28 0.38 o.16
1.21 0.R" 1.81 0.83 o.62 0.27 0.38 o.14
o.49 0.63 1.19 0.52 0.58 0.35 0.271 --0

1.36 0.88 o.81 0.66 .
1.34 0.71 0.89 0.68 4-75 0.31 0.22 0.31 0.10

0.28 0.26 0.27 0.103.25 0.53 .66 .68 0.330.10
0.93 0.98 0.93 0.58 0.30 02 0.39 0.10
0.82 0.76 o.56 o.49 0.30 0.28 0.39
2.01 o.66 1.o5 0.68
2.0o 0.69 0.81 0.56

3.50 0.81 0.79 0.73 0.68
1.08 0.78 0.47 0.66
0.69 0.93 0.96 2.08
0.68 0.55 0.89 0.72
0.54 0.83 .39 2.09
0.69 0.76 1.59 0.44
0.73 0.61 0.93 o.49
0.99 0.68 1.46 0.79
0.39 0.74 0.75 0.82
1.51 0.81 1.19 1.84
2.44 0.57 0.97 1.56
0.63 .59 1.62 0.49
0.6o Q.38 0.96 0.45

4a



'atle t

Shock Pressure Data, Test series 5
U = 2.17 in. H = 2.28 in. d = 9.70 in.
L ý 78.6 in. L 117.1 in. d = 2.38 in.7= i.3 8 sec Lo V1. n
"7 a 10z = 1/25

Shock Pressure (in psi) Shock Pressure (in psi)
Distance Above for the Successive Distance Above for the Successive
Bottom of Wall 5reakinM Waves Indicated Bvttoi of Wall Freaking Waves Indicated

b, in. First Second Third Fourth b, in. First Second Third Fourth

1.50 0.60 0.83 0.20 0.31 3.25 1.97 o.64 0.77 0.91
0.60 0.79 0.31 :.31 2.09 0.78 1.02 0.41
0.47 0.66 0.20 0.86 2.43 0.59 0.59 0.95

2.00 1.14 0.85 0.44 0.68 1.86 0.83 0.83 0.52
0.96 0.86 0.89 2.80 ?.A. 1.04 1.04 0.86
0.37 0.63 0.91 o.47 3.50 2.31 0.91 0.18 C.35
0.95 0.80 2.62 0.65 1.93 0.69 0.42 0.44

2.25 1.13 0.50 0.39 o.6,4 1.89 0.55 0.39 0.61
2.39 3.61 0.47 0.561.i0 o.1o o.5o 2.23 2.72 0.79 0.24 0.8(1.L1 1.16 0.55 1.05

0.99 0,77 0.72 0.32 3.75 2.83 o.54 o.16 0.-7
2.63 -- 0.26 0.35

2.50 1.59 0.87 1.00 0.73 2.60 -- 0.15 0.71
1.18 o.47 0.98 0.97 2.49 0 21 0.39
1.22 0.56 0.33 3.18 3.07 0.37 0.28 0.22
3.37 0.57 0.62 1.00 .. 65 -- 0.19 0.54

2.75 2.03 0.95 2.70 0.70 4.oo 1.53 0. !3 0.23 0.32k
1.90 0.o46 1.04 1.10 0.85 0.21 0.23 0.27
2.09 0.77 1.59 1.34 0.02 0.31 0.32 0.25
1.37 0.93 2.09 O.7? 1.O2 O.31 0.29 0.22
1.6c 0.73 0.70 0.72 1.28 0.33 0.23 0.30

3.00 1.77 0.76 0.68 o.88 4.2• 0.66 0.23 0.19 0.21
1.77 0.57 0.69 2.00 0.50.23 0.18 0.09
2.13 0.97 1.21 1.00 0.50 0.21 0.13 0.20

2.C07 1.29 1.65 1.22

2.27 0.76 0.83 1.00
2.o6 a.89 1.48 o.6o
1.51 0.98 0.34 0.71
1.37 0.64 0.19 0.52
1.35 C.3? 0.19 2.30



I-

T7a, I e 7

,hock Pre; tre Le.a, Test Series 6

H = 1.11 in. HO = I.C5 ia. d = 9.30 in.
L = 109.9 in. d = 1.98 in.T =l.9h sec L0 = 23.• in. 1

z = 1/25

Shock Pressure (in psT Shock Pressure (in psi)
Distance Anove for tae Successive Distance At-ove for t.le Successive
Bottom of Wall Bre• n kaves Indicated Bottom of Wall Breaking Waves Indicated

b, in. First .ond Third Fourt b, in. First Second Third Fourth

1.00 0.17 O.4O 0.62 0.1.2 2.75 0.28 o. 6 o.85 (2.90
0.16 0.34 0.50 0.54 0.30 0.80 0.72 1.36
0.16 0.27 o.27 0.-- 0.28 0.55 1.14 1.53

0.2e o.64 o.78 0.711.50 0.23 0.26 o.31 0.2'
0. ,8 0.51 0.51 o.6o 0.27 0.70 0.56 0.590. O•0 050 o~70.33 0.7P, 0.82 0.83
0.Y7 0.40 0.50 o.Lo 0.28 o.44 0.51 o.64
0.17 0.58 ').87 0.40

1.75, 0.21 0.5'- 0.4 o,4 3.00 0.18 -- 0.26 0.50
1.5 .1 .. .3 45 ().x 0.72- 0.1.2 0.23

0.32 0.4c •.36 0.'.6 o.9 0.43 O.2 0.20
0.20 1.18 0.38 0.54 0.19 o.43 o.22 0.20
0.28 o.• 1.2 o.1.5 0.18 o.2.6 0.20 0.250.19 0.2-, 0.35 0.400.18 0.59 0.61 0.72 0 18 0.22 0.24 0.31

2.00 0.35 1.37 1.12 0.75
0.37 0.42 0.83 1.65 3.25 0.1 0.15 0.11 0.15
0.32 0.69 1.03 1.03 0.• 0.1 0.11 0.11
0.29 o.72 0.94 0.56 0... 0.10 0.10 0.1

0.35 1.53 0.58 0.71 3.50 0.O8 0.07 0.07 0.06

2.25 0.45 2.47 1.52 2.00 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06
1.88 0.90 1.09 1.0 o0.07 0.07 0.07 0.0r

0.55 0.80, 2.31. 1.18
0.42 0.95 1.20 1.67
0.31 1.06 1.23 1.02
0.30 1.4o 1.17 2.79
0.27 0.90 2.06 1.50
0.29 2.26 2.23 1.9a4

2.50 0.30 1.3- 1.63 2.18
0.34 3.33 2.61 1.58
0.32 1.58 2.35 1.55
0.31 1.34 1.11 1.63
0.32 1.08 1.73 1.790
0.37 1.00 2.10 3.08
C.30 0.71 0.87 0.67
0.(35 0.70 2.10 2.01
c.30 0.86 1.63 1.97
0.32 1.10 0.85 1.85



Talbe 8
Shock Pressure Data, Te h Series 7

H 2.90 in. H = 3.03 in. d 10.80 in.
L= 90.6 in. L d = in.

= 140.2 in.
1.51sec Lo z= 1/25

Shock Pressure (in psi) Shock Pressure (in psi)
Distance Above for the Successive Dismance Abov, for the Successive
BEottom of Wall Breaking Waves Indicated Bottom of Wall Breaking Waves Indfcated

b, in. First Second Third Fourth 1, in. First Second Third Fourth

2.50 0.23 0.62 0.37 0.21 5.25 -- 2.21 0.16 0.16
0.23 C.50 0.32 0.20 0.20 2.60 1.70 0.16
C.22 o.41 0.37 0.20 0.22 1.72 %.66 o.14

0.20 2.60 1.58 0.1l
3.00 0.21 0.50 0.34 0.20 0.20 ;.16 2.18 0.12

0.21 0.!.0 0.47 0.19 0.21 3.z1 2.97 0.16
0.20 2.71! 2.V7 0.i60.21 0.!,6 0.:i 0.17 0.20 2.71 2.30 0.19

3.25, 0.22 0.47 O.45 0.18 0.21 2.02 2.74 0.15
0.21 o.45 0.56 0.17 0.20 2.34 .03 0.17
0.21 0.55 0.50 0.20 5.50 0.20 4.09 2.59 0.19

3.50 0.21 0.51 0.L6 0.17 0.20 5.-1 2.64 0.16
0.21 0.50 0.5? 0.17 C,.20 6.L0 3 .90 0.1I
0.20 0.51 0-1)3 ).17 C.20 3.50 1.91 0.26
0.21 0.60 O. 1 O.18 0.20 1.50 2.14 0.20

0.20 4.26 1.58 0.34
3.75 0.21 0.76 1.60 0.17

0.21 0.75 0.46 0.17 0.20 1.82 1.62 0-18
0.20 0.66 0.51 0.18 0.20 1.82 4.20 C.12

0.21 0.70 C.57 0.16 5-.75 0.16 1.50 i.L6 0.12

4.00 0.20 0.62 (i.62 0.17 0.17 3.85 i--8 0.20

0.20 0.75 0.68 o.18 0.20 3.79 1.o0 0.21
0.20 0.53 0.56 0.18 0.18 1.74 0.99 0.200.20 o.61 5 .7o 0.17 0.19 3.60 i.09 0.29

o.18 1.8 1.53 0.20

4.25 0.22 0.97 1.06 0.18 0.20 3.48 0.98 0.30
o.;-2 1.26 1.11 0.20 u.19 2.16 0.73 -.i8
0.22 0.97 0.80 0.18 6.00 0.17 3.03 0.39 0.20
0.21 1.06 1.07 0.20 0.16 1.63 0.66 0.12
0.21 0.97 0.83 0.19 r..- 1.77 7
0.21 1.00 1.16 0.16 . .. 7 ., . .-'!

0.17 1.13 0.65 U.1E
0.20 C.93 0.72 0.17 0.15 2.10 0.70 O-14

80.21 1.05 1.07 0.18
4.50 0.22 1.01 1-.0 0.18 6.25 0.15 1.52 0.2_3 --

0.22 1.11 1.58 0.19 0.15 0.90 0.40 0.17

0.22 0.98 1.20 .18 0.13 0. 0.26 0.170.1-• 0.49 0.26 o.17
1.75 0.ý2 1.29 2.02 c.16 6.50 0.2 0.2L 0.12 C.17

0.22 1.27 1.17 Oc.,8 0.12 0.23 0.16 0.19
0.22 2.20 1.56 0.18 0.11 o.• 0.15 0.12
0.21 1.15 1.61 0.27

5.00 -- 1.08 0.14 ,,. . ,

0.20 1.64 0.S,; 0.11
0.22 1.71 3.29 ?.21
0.22 0.95 ý.95 C.21
0.21 2.323 3 -7 0.28
0.21 1.59 1.90 0.21



Table 9

Shuck Pressue Data, Test Stries 8

H = 2.78 in. .6 =2.65 in. d = 10.00 in.
L = 114.i9.1' in. A i = 2.63 in.

1.Q3 sec Lo Z = i/iO

Shock Pressure (in psi) Shock Pressure (in psi)
Distance Abo':,-, for the Successive Distance Above for the Successive
Bottco of Wall Breaki•ng Waves Indicated Bcttcr cf Wall Breaking Waves Indicated

b. in. First Second Third Fourth b, in. Fis.t Second Tn.rd Fcurth

0.5c 2-42 1.3' 2.13 %.90 2.75 2.14. 1.16 2.07 i.11
2.412 1.31 1.53 ).6C %:.5- 1.c7 i.68 C.&-
2.38 I..- 2.De 1.22 2.68 1.12 1.67 0.75
2.43 1.34 2.13 1.19 2.95 1.20 2.14 i.47

1. 2.75 1.4 2.16. .. 3.. 2.67 0.98 1.23 0.76
2.60 1.L. .9 1.08 3.97 2.50 0.87 1.42 0,882.?3 1.,2 1.8, .1 2.09 0.87 .-,o C.83
2.70 14 -..1-.3 X.9 2.41 0.86 2.00 0.70

L32~ ~ 2.2 h3 I•, .8 3.1.66_ o.47 0..!2 0.5i
-- 1.36 1.21 -.2 2.20 0.53 3.67 0-50

2.72 1.22 1.57 1.13 1.32' 0.43 0.69 0.53
2.8c 2.22 1.44 0.96 .6n o.4. 0.92 0.55

2.83 1.33 1.28 1.1' 3.5' 0.6& 0.25 0.52 o.4i
3.00, 2.2 1.92 7 0.47 0.23 0.27 0.2E
2.L2 1.52 1.49 o.21 0.58 o.41 0.26 0.3D

S3 2.4 1.7 2.23 D0.9 C.33 0.35 0.25

21.43 .. 7 1.23 0.52 0.32 0.19 --

2.65 1.40 1.81. 1.22 3.75 L.37 0.24 0.17 0.21 i
2.40 1.35 1.5 ;.!.3 0.36 0.22 0.21 0.31

1.48 2.10 -- 0.47 0.24 0.24 0.35
3-0 1.47 1.90 1.70.
2.-A 1.32 2., 1.97 .05 0.10
;.64 1.30 2.23 1.34 0.]3 0.13 0.31 0.15

"0.21 0.12 0.13 0.16•.25 2.== !.•'•i 1.79 072. 4-. 0.97 4.50 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.08

2. I.=C 2.X1 1.1- 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.08

2." 1.-2 i.-I 1.32 00.9 3.07 0.05 0.08

•.0 1.: 1.92 0.91
.7 1.71 2.21 1.3e

.•_ 1.72 .51.,
-1. it 1 -. -ý -5 12

.3 2. 2.� 91 -!-6
2. 1- !.c, 2.12 2.
2.3 1.46 2.52 1 .L -

2.88 a.•5 1.G5 2.35

3. 13.3- 1.5- 2.X

4

~ - --



Table 10

Oh'ock Pressure Data, Test Series 2
1; = 1.5c, in. H = 1. 50 in. d = 9.30 in-
- - 10.5 zn. 226.7 d = 1.93 in.

= 1.02 sec o z = 1/10

Shock Pressure (in psi) Shock Pressure (i-n psi)
Distance Above for the Successive Distance Above for the Succe.asive
Bottom of Wall Breaking Waves Indicated BottcE of Wall Breaking Waves Imicated

b, in. First Second Third Fourth b, in. First Second Third Fourth

%25 2.10 1.82 1.222 .38 2.o0 1.80 1.07 o.48 0.31
1.97 1.90 0.55 1.23 2.10 1.29 0.55 0.35
2.01 i.61 1.1o 1.46 1.89 1.4o o.42 0.30
1.91 1.82 0.93 1.52 1.75 1.52 0.38 o.48

-.5: 2.10 1.78 0.70 1.4o 1.68 1.55 0.63 0.40

2.23 1.89 1.43 1.27 2.25 0.59 0.65 0.20 0.20
2.13 1.77 1.50 1.26 0.38 o.56 0.20 o.16
2.02 1.79 0.82 1.35 0.65 0.4•. 0.16 0.20

).75 2.6c 1.82 0.75 1.23 0.52 o.45 0.32 0.38

2.4,8 i.64 ..54 1.23 0.57 0.46 0.20 0.10

2.49 1.72 1.61. 1.42 2.50 0 34 0.51 0.10 0.10
2.t3 1.83 1.01 1.33 0.27 0.21 0.09 0.08
2.25 i.86 1.24 1.52 0.27 0.30 0.10 0.12

"2.65 1.50 1.23 :.18 0.25 0.3? 0.09 0.10

2.45 1.34 1.63 1.54 2.75 0.13 0.10 0.05 0.07
2.39 1.72 1.62 '.32 0.11 0.12 0.05 0.i0
2.26 -. 70 1.72 1.29 0.08 0.08 0.O6 o.o6
2.35 1.67 1lL 3  1.00 0.05 0.08 c.o6 o.o6

1.25 2.43 1.80 2.43 i.44 3.00 0.05 0.07 0.06 o.o6
2.41 1.91 2.70 1.27 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
2.3: 1.91 1.22 1.20 0.05 -- 0.05 0.05
2.&8 1.58 2.2o 1.07
2.5. 1.64 2.99 1.30 3.50 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05-30.05 C.o5 0.05 0.05

1.50 -. ), 13. 5' 1.87 1..'0

2.80 1.75 .96 i.4o
2.77 -.82 1.56 1.53
2.68 1.83 1.80 1.15
2.64 _.-6 1.94 1.,j4

1.75 3.08 1.77 1.20 0.78
2.58 1.9- 1.63 12
2. 60, -.B- C. 86 0.9o
2.73 1.68 1.31 0.58
2.61 :.90 1.31 1.17
2.76 1.65 1.79 0.99



I-I
Table -1I

Shock Pressure Data, Test Series 10

H = 2.47 in. H = 2.56 in. d = :0.0O in.
L = 87.7 in. d = 2.63 in.1.49 see Lo = 136.5 in. V

Z = 1/10

Shock Pressure (in psi) Shock rej.sure (in psi)
Distance Above for the Successive D1stance Above for the Successive
Bottcm of Wall Breaking Waves Indicated Bottom of Wa2l Breaking Waves Indicated

b, in. First Second Third Fourth b, in. First Second Third Fourth

0.25 0.27 0.98 1.07 0.34 3.00 0.29 4.85 3.52 0.4o
0.28 i.03 1.48 0.36 0.30 6.00 3.73 0.50

0.30 4.91 4.53 0.40
0.50 .28 0.88 1.00 0.30.39

0.28 0.75 1.02 0.34 0.30 4.1 2.&0 0.30.27 o.1 • ,0.30 4.i9 2.6o o.43
0.27 0.81 1.313 0.35 0.30 2.78 3.36 0.60
0.28 0.78 1.15 0.35 0.32 3.18 2.76 0.54

L.OO 0.30 0.92 1.69 O.4o 0.30 317 -. 70 0.43
0.29 0.84 0.99 0.35
0.28 5.95 1.03 0.36 3.25 0.27 3.88 3.30 0.37

0. 0.95 13 0.36 0.28 4.37 1.97 0.409
0.-9 0.75 0.81 0.36 0.28 3.92 3.63 o.46

1.50 0.29 1.-8 1.05 0.34 0.29 5.76 2.78 0.38
0.28 1.07 1.10 0.35 C.30 4.65 2.50 0.47
0.28 1.03 1.65 0.37 3.50 0.23 2.53 ,.03 0.39
0.29 1.05 2.25 0.37 0.24 2.5C 4.00 0.38

2.00 0.30 1.60 1.86 0.35 0.27 4.30 1.60 0.49
0.29 1.39 1.58 C.39 0.25 3.10 1.15 o.4i
0.30 1.12 -- c.41 0.24 -. 97 3.00 0.41
0.30 1..8 1.27 0.38 3.75 0.20 2.48 0.87 0.27

2.25 0.28 2.12 2.34 0.35 0.18 1.90 -. 09 0.30
0.28 1.86 2.10 0.32 0.19 3.17 1.43 0.37
0.29 2.21 1.67 0.39 0.18 2.84 o.61 0.31
0.30 1.74 2.6* 0.32 0.18 2.05 1.03 0.33
0.30 2.35 2.66 0.33 4.00 0.11 0.57 0.54 0.14

2.50 0.50 2.78 1.88 0.75 0.13 o.49 0.38 0.22
0.29 2.70 3.04 0.45 0.12 0.77 0.26 0.20
0.27 2.56 2.40 0.37 4.50 0.06 0.15 0.14 0.07
0.27 2.30 1.83 0.40
0 26 2.01 2.01 0.38 0.06 0.!4 0.23 0.10

2.75 0.28 2.37 2.60 0.34 5.00 0.02 0.09 c.o4 0.04

0.28 2.35 4.47 0.37
0.30 2.13 3.41 ,).46
C.2^ 3.51 3.93 0.49

0.29 3.75 2.66 0.4•
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APPEMiDIX A: DETAILED EXPLANATION OF EEXRINTAL
FocLNuM ANP EQUIPMIT

c . The experimental portion of this study was conducted in a wave

flume test al Th e by 17 in. deep by 61 ft long from the wavement

generator to the test wall. The wave generator was of the flap type,

hiensed at the bottom. It was f. ted with a variable-stroke mechanism and a

variable-speed drive so that a variety of wave heights and wave periods

could be generated. A diagram of the wave flume is shown in fig. 1 of The
main text.

2. In order to cause the wave to break at the wall, a beach slope

constructed of Plexigrelaseas fitted in the flume immediately in front of

the test 3.all. The beach slope was weihted to eliminate any movement
which might be caused by tae different pressures above and bela•d the slope

due to the action of the waves. t he top of the beach slope wase te o

the sides of the flume and to te test wall to prevent any flow arotud the

slope between its sides and the sides of the flume and the wall. The test

wall was also taped to the ssu e l tflume to prevent any fcow from
going around it. A waterproof ruboberized-cloth tape was used to accomplish

the desirea degree of sealing.

3. The test wall was built from es2-in. aluminum plate. It con-

sisted of two plates fastened together with angle braces. Between the

two plates there was a "T" slot so that a pressure cell could be fitted in

and could be moved verticaliy along the wall. By using spacer blocks

above and below the pressure celt moune, the pressure cell could be moned
in the vertical _-.rection in 0.25-in. incrempnts. Thus, a distribution of

tthe pressure on the test -wall could be measur'ed. The wall was clamped at

*he top to the top rails of the flume and briced at the bottom with braces

which were also clamped to the top rails of the flume. Photographs of

the test wall are s~hown in figs. 2a and 2b of the .main text.

4. The I ressure transducers were comnercially available unbonded

strain gages (Type 4-312) made by the Consolidated Electrodynamics Ccrpora-

tion. The sensing element of the pressure transducer consists of a full
wheatstone bridge circuit of unbonded strain gages. The pressure-sensitive
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face of the cell consists of a stainless steel diaphragm. Pressure against

this diaphragm produces a displacement of the sensing element which changes

the resistance of the active arms of the bridge circuit and causes an elec-

trical output proportional to the applied pressure.

5. Two different pressure transducers were used, a 50-psia and a

15-psia. Absolute pressure cells were used in preference to gage pressure

cells since the absolute cells are partially evacuated and hermetically

sealed, and they could be completely immersed in water without fear of
damage to the cell. The gage pressure cells, on the other hand, must be

vented to the atmosphere. Since many of the pressiure measurements were

taken with the transducer completely underwater, the gage pressure cell

would have been seriously damaged if water had accidentally gotten into

the air vent.

6. The use of the 15-psia transducer involved loading it to ap-

proximately 62 percent beyond its rated capacity. The pressure limit for

the transducer is twice the rated range. It was thought that the 15-psia

pressure cell could reliably reproduce pressures up to approximately

75 percent of the rated range. This figure is based on the experience

of the Yea.nurements and Testing Sect n of the U. S. Arny Engineer Water-

ways .3xperiment Station.

7. The cells were calibrated with a deadweight tester which is con-

sidered to be a second-degree standard. The 15-psia transducer was cali-

brated to anproximately 65 percent ovEr the rate range (10.00-psi gage

pressure' and was fow~d to be linear for the range calibrated, from 0- toe0.00-psi gage pressure.

8. The transducers have a compensated temperature range of from
-65 to+250 F according to the manufacturer's specifications.

9. For the first series of tests the pressure cell with a capacity

of 50 psia was used. For the succeeding tests the 15-psia pressure cell

was used in order to get higher sensitivity and accuracy for the measure-

ment of the lower pressures. The natural frequency of the 50-psia cell

was ll.000 cps, and that of the 15-psia cell was 5,000 cps. Linear re-

sponse can be expected for frequencies up to approximately 10 percent of

the natural frequency of the pressure cell.
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10. The recording equipment for the pressure record consisted of a

Carrier Amplifier, Type 1-118, and Recording Oscillograph, Type 5-124,

both manufactured by the Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation. The

oscillograph was fitted with a Type 7-319 galvanometer, also made by the

Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation. The frequency characteristics

of the galvanometer are such that it will give flat response with ;5 per-

cent to frequencies up to 350 cps. The Type i-i18 Carrier amplification

system consisted of u 3000-cps oscillator for power to th. bridge circuit

of the pressure transducer, and control and conditioning circuitry. The

oscillograph used a light beam and ligb+-sensitive paper to make the

record. The light beam was focused on a mirror mounted ona the movable

pole piece of the galvanometer. rrom this mirror, the light beam was

then reflected to the light-sensitive paper on which the record was made.

-1. The large majority of the presisre records were run at a paper

speed of 2 in. per sec. Selected records were run at 8 or 32 in. per

see in order to magni f'y the time scale so that more detailed examination

could be me je.

12. The wave characteristics were measured with resistance-type

wave gages. These gages consisted of a strip of prirced circuit board

i/1- in. wide by 1/16 in. thick by approximately 12 1 1. long, and plated

on both sides with chrome in order to get better coupling between the

rod and the water. The wave characteristics were recorded using univer-

sal amplifiers, Model BL-520, and a portable 6-channel oscillograph,

Model BL-276, both manufactured by the Brush Electrorncs Company. The

output of the wage gages was fed into the amplifiers through bridge

circuits and Brush strain gage input boxes, Model BL-350.

13. The wave gages were fitted to Lorj point gages with verniers

which could be read to 0.01 in. With this arrangement the wave gages,

could be easily and accurately calibrated by raising them out of or

lowering them into the u -ter with the point gages. Due to drift in the

gain of the amplifiers and the nucL-inearity of the wave rod amplification

system, the wave gages were calibrated every third oi fourth test run,

which u•as approximately every 45 min. Calibration curves were plotted

foi each calibration of the wave gages in order to assure accurate results.
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The Brush osoillograph was run at a paper speel of 10 MiA per !ec in order

to obtain the required definition for reading the wave record. A timing

circuit prodided a I-see timing pulse which was fed into both oscillo-

gr&ipi- recording the pressure and the wave records to tie the two records

together and to provide a more accurate measure of the paper speed.

14. The two separa*e recording systems for the wave and pressure

records w,:re used for the first five Df the ten test series. In the last

five test series, both the pressure and wave records were rerrded on the

Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation recording oscillograph. The

change was made due to improved circuitry which had been developed and

which enabled the wave records to be recorded on the same oscillograph as

the pressure records. The problem involved was that the wave rods were

grounded since the wave flume was in electrical contact with natural

ground through the metal supports and water pipes. The -,ave rods were

also grounded since they were submerged in the flume. The Carrier ampli-

fier system providing the input to the cscillograph recording the pres-

sure accepted only signals which were above ground.

15. The new system involved bypassing the amplifier and feeding the

signal from the wave rods directly into the oscillograph. This was done

with circuitry between the wave rods and oscillograph. This additional

circuitry provided a power supply for the wave rods, balancing -nd sensi-

tivity controls, s four-diode rectifier, and filtering elements.

16. This latter recording system was a gre- t improvement over the
earlier one which involved two separate records. The trace of the wave

record -was magnified approximately three times, and greater linearity could

be achieved. The light-beam oscillograph records a straight trace rather

than a curved trace as is recorded by the pen of the Brush oscillograph.

17. The greatest source of error involveA in the wave measure,-ents

was due to the meniscus effects. This error was partial'y overcome in the

calibration of the wave gages by calibrating the crest and trough portions

of the wave rod in the same direction that the crest and trough draw the

meniscus. A constant meniscuis never forms due to the motion of the water.

The crest of the wave tends to depress the meniscus since the water travels

up the rod as the crest approaches. The trough tends to draw up the
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meniscus since the water is t..n travelling down the rod as the trough

approaches.

18. Three wave rods were tused in measilriiiAg the wave characteris-

ties. Two were located in the constant-depth section of the wave flume,

and the third was located 6 in. in front of the test wall. The distance

between the two wave gages in the constant-depth portion of the flmne was

89.8 in. The wwae rod closest to the wall was positioned E in. from the

wall as a compromise between being too close and thus being affected by

the runup on the wall, and being too far away and thus not being able to

accurately measure the elevations cf the crest and trough of the wave as

it broke.

19. The wave period and celerity were measured from the wave ia.cord.

The wave per!-'-' wa: :=1ula,.d by measuring the period of the first t',ee

full-size wi.ves and taking the average. The celerity measurement was ade

by taking the average travel time of the first three full-size waves o'.

the train between the wave rod clcsest to the generator and the middle

wave rod. Soince the two wave rods were a known distance apart, the ce-

lerity was equal to this distance divided by the travel time between the

two wave rods. Tne wavelength was calculated from the relation

L= cT

where L is the wavelength, c is the celerity, and T is the wave

period. The wavelength calculated in the above manner agreed very

closely with the first-approximation theoreticil wavelength calculated

from the formula

L = ? tanh
2n L

where the symbols L and T are as defined above, g is the accelera-

tion of gravity, and d is the depth of water corresponding to the

wavelength. In this case d was the still-water level depth in the

uniform-depth section of the wave flume. The value for the wavelength

used in all succeeding calculations is the value from tha wave records
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calculated using the equation L = cT

20. The wave height was measured in the constant-depth portion of

the flume at the first wave rod from the generator. The height of the

breaking wave was measured at t1,e third wave rod, 6 in. from the test wall.

The second wave rod was used only for the celerity measurements. The

wave heigits both at breaking and in the constant-depth section of the

flume wer.! determined from the average of the first four uniform waves

of the trvin.

21. For use in the analysis of the data the overall average values

for the wavelength, wave height, period, and celerity of each test series

were used. The number of values averaged was approximately one-half of

the number of test runs made in each series. Both wave and pressure

records were taken for each test run, but measurements of the wave char-

acteristics were made on only every other record. Measurements of all the

pressure records were made.

22. Each test run consisted of recording the pressure on the wall

and the wave characteristics of the first four breaking waves. These first

four waves were always quite uniform in appearance and usually caused

shock pressures of approximately the same intensity on the wall. The dis-

turbance of the water due to the first four breaking waves and their re-

flections from the wall caused the breaking characteristics f the suc-

ceeding waves to change. Therefore, the shock pressures of the succeeding

waves varied greatly and in some cases did not occur. In each of the

test runs the wave generator paddle was started from the most forward

position. It was found from experience that a more uniform train of waves

could be generated if the train was precedec by a trough. Before each

test run the water in the flume was allowed ..o calm completely, the water

depth in the flume was checked, and the zero positions of the record

traces were checked and adjusted, if necessary. Maximum effort was made

to generate uniform trains of waves from one test run to the next.

23. In order to cause the maximum shock pressure on the wall, a

system of trial and error was used. The still-water depth, h-th at the

wall and in the section of the flume with a horizontal bottom, and the

wave period were set. The wave height was adjusted so that the wave
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appeared to break on the wall. The wave height was then adjusted further

by checking the pressure record and determining the wave height which

created the highest shock pressures. Once this wave height was established,

the only change which was made from one run to the next within a series was

the position of the pressure transducer on the wall.

24. It is believed that a discussion of the errors involved in the

pressure and wave measurements is both dcsirable and necessary. The errors

in the wave measurements arose from a number of factors in both the gener-

ating equipment and the recording equipment. Although the stroke and

speed of the wave machine did not change once it was set, the wave height

and wavelength tended to vary because of friction of the water on the bot-

tom and sides of the flume and the small amount of play necessarily present

in the wave generator. Considering the ma.ximum variations of the individ-

ual waves in a single wave train from the average values of that train,

it was found that the wave height varied approximately 8 percent, the wave

period 2 percent, and the celerity of the wave 3 percent. The variation

in the height of the wave at breaking was approximately 15 percent. The

variation of the average values of wave height, wavelength, and period of

single wave trains or test runs from the average of all the test runs of

a series was generally less than the variations within a wave train. The

maximum percent&Ze differences between the average of all the test runs

of a series and any single test run were as follows: wave heights,

4.3 percent; wave period, 1.0 percent; and wavelength, 3.7 percent.

25. These variations in the wave measurements combine the effects

of nonuniformity produced Iry the bottom and side friction in the flume,

the play and variations in the operation of the wave generator, the mis-

alignment of the sides and bottom of the flume, and changes in the

viscosity of the water due to temperature change. IL addition, errors

due to the recording system were also included; these generally included

the meniscus effect on the w- e rod, changes in the amplification cf the

signal from the wave rod, the pen friction, and the errors introduced in

measuring the oscillograph records due tc the finite width of the trace

and grid lines.

26. The percentage differences between the measured wavelength
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(calculated from the product of wave period and celerity) and the theoreti-

cal wavelength in the unifrrm-depth portion of the flume which was calcu-

lated from the relation

L = tah 2"d
21t

were 6.7 percent for one of the ten series and below 2.5 percent for the

other nine test series.

27. In measuring the pressure records, the calibration of the pres-

sure cell was assumed to be linear. The actual variation from a straight

line was a maximum of 1.5 percent for pressures above 0.50 psig. Below

0.50-psig pressure the maxixmm error was induced by the limitations of the

record since the width of the record trace was approximately 0.02 in.

This error due to the width of the trace could be as much as 10 percent in

lower pressure ranges of the secondary pressure. A larger deflection to

pressure ratio would reduce this error, but "',- was not possible in L'.-se

experiments because of the much higher shock pressures.
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APPENDIX E: DISCUSSION OF WAVE THEORIES

Theory of Small-Amplitude Waves

1. Many mathematical wave theories have been developed for the

prediction of -wave form and water particle motion. In the analysis of the

data in this study, the first-order approximation or small-amplitude wave

theory was used. In most coastal engineering problems such as this one,

the small-amplitude wave theory yields sufficiently accurate results.

2. The basic assumptions of the small-amplitude theory are small

wave height and small steepness; that is, the wave height is small com-

pared to the wavelength. In addition, it is assumed that the velocit•

of the water particles is small. These assumptions are equivalent to

neglecting all terms of the wave problem higher than the first degree, or

to making the problem linear.

3. With the above assumptions in mind, one can formulate the prob-

lems of wave motion in two dimensions. Let x be the horizontal coordi-

nate and y the vertical coordinate. Assuming an incompressible fluid,

the velocity potential 0 will satisfy the equation

2 2

At the bottom, which is assumed to be horizontal, the velocity normal to

the boundary is zero, tiras giving rise to the boundary condition

=at y= -d

where d is the water depth from the free surface to the bottom. The

boundary condition at the free surface, assuming zero pressure, can be

derived from the Bernoulli equation. The free-surface condition, at

y= 0 , is
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=T y() O

Since it has been assumed that the wave steepness is small, it follows

that the normal to the surface approximately coincides with the vertical;

thus,

Eliminating rT from the two above relations, the free-surface condition

becomes

W ;7

The Laplacian a = 0 can now be solved with the boundary condition for

S. It is found that

Sga cosh m .y + d) cos (mx at)
a cosh md

satisfies the Laplacian. In the above equation a = H/2 , half the wave

height" a = 21(fT , a function of the wave period; and m = 2n/L , a func-

tion of the wavelength. The surface elevation can be found to be of the

form

S= a sin (mx - at)

2
It can be shown that a and m satisfy the relation u = gm tanh md

or, in terms of wavelength and period,

T2 = 2"L coth 2"d

g L

4. It is also useful to calculate the wave energy and energy flux.
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The potential energy of the wave per unit width is

Tj L

E p Jf gy dx dy

0' 0

The potential energy, in terms of the wave height and wavelength, can be

found, upon integration of the above equation., to be

Ep 0E =

The kinetic energy of a wave p r unit width can be calculated from the

relation

EK r1 /2ff [()2 + ( )2] xd

0 0

The kinetic energy is found to be equal to the potential energy; thus,

the total wave energy is

E= p

5. The energy flux F per unit width across a surface perpendicular

to a wave traveling in the x direction is given by

The average flux F per wave period T can be fcmnd to bea~ g

F c 2md
avg 2 sir( h 2md
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or

Favg = T sinh 2rd

in the above equation c a/m , and it is the wave celerity. In water of

infinite depth, d -4 c

EF 0
avg 2T

6. Thus, one can obtain a relation between the wave energy in deep

water, E0 , and the wave energy, E , in any deptz of water, d , by equat-

ing the energy flux which remains constant.

g2L
00 1 + + m

S* NT "2-T sinh 2rod

From this a relation between the w_.ve characteristics in deep water and

in water of depth d -:an be obtained:

?L 0 = H2 L 1 + m

Now applying the relations between wave period, wavelength, and water depth

2nL coth 2nd
g L

and

2nL

g

in deep water, the following useful equation can be obtained

cosh 2ndH L

o -2- + sinh cosh L 7
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Thus, the deepwater wave chiaracteristics can be calculated from the wave

characteristics in water of ctepth d . The above formulas were used to

cc.lculate the deepwater wave characteristics in this study. Fig. B1 shows j
a plot of H/H verms, "r/L

0 0

233

I4 I\ I

L.L

Fig, BI. Variation of wave height with water depth

Theory of Solitary Waves

7. The solitary-wave theory has often been used in predicting the

characteristics of waves as they approach the breaking zone or surf zone

on a sloping beach. Although this theory was not developed for this

purpose, it has been found more effective than the oscillatory-wave

theories. In the breaker zone, the assumptions of the first-order approxi-

mation of the oscillatory-wave solution do not hold, and Stokes' higher

order theories become unmanageable.

8. The first approximation of the solitary wave is based upon the

assumption that the velocity potential has a linear form. From the linear
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velocity potential Boussinesq obtained a relation for the wave profile

T H h 3H
sech(X2fa)Ti = Hseh

where x is measured from the center of the intumescence. Also in the

first approximation, he found the celerity to be

c ? g d + H)

The total energy of a solitary wave is given by the relation

8 H~d3E=-pg -

3 .3ý'

The total energy of a solitary wave consisted of half potential and half

kinetic energy as does that of the oscillatory wave.

9. McCowan, in higher approximation, fou'd the relation between

breaker height and the depth at breaking t> be

dB 2 tan (1 radian) = 0.7813...

for a solitary wave. This relation was based upon the assumption that

the water particle velocity is equal to the wave celerity at the very

crest of the wave.

10. Munk utilized Boussinesq's first approximation and McCowan's

relation between depth and wave height at breaking, along with the energy

flux deepwater oscillatory wave, in order to develop a relation for the

breaking height of a wave. The energy flux of a wave at breaking is

equal to its deepwater energy flux. The relation between the wave height

at breaking and the wave height and wavelength in deep water is given as

follows:

HB 1 (Ho-I1
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MWnk recommended that this relation be used for waves with deepwater

steepness of less than 0.006.

11. In the solitary-wave theory as in the oscillatory-wave theory,

it is assumed that the first approximation gives sufficiently accurate

results for coastal engineering problems which do not involve the orbital

motion of the water particles (such as sedir.ent transport problems).
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'CThsswre±e conducted to gain more information concerning the shock pressures created b'
wa.ter waves breaking agairst verticall barriers. 7,rese wave pressures were studied
uting srzLl-scale oscillat.,r; waves in a flume fitted with a beach slope and test 1,6all.
The variation of pressure with both tin:e and position on the wal~l was deterrn-ined fo,.
several wave heights, wave periods, water depths, and beach slopes. Great scatter in
the =agnitude of the sh-ock pressure was observed for each of the -wave conditions
tested. This inauor r thIe vtalue of the shock pressure is believ( I to be vaused by
slig~ht variations in tne shape of thle incident breakIng vave. Therefore, --Aniy tests
were rnade using the sam~e wave conditions In order to more accurately determine the
ragnitz.xle of the shoc- p~ressure.i MTe %v7--htien of pressure with timte 'wras fou-na to be
similar to that repo~rted by; pre-,'c inves-eigtors. -he pressure-time -mriation can
be divwidpd into two parts; noi.initial) s-.oc*- pres.sure wchoccurs as the --nve
strikes ttne -wall and a secondary pressure which is -,ssociated -,> he runupo. -T1e
zhock pressure is clharacterized by a very intense pressur pea of s-ort dw ation and
is follcjwed b-; the uchls intense but longer duration secondary pressure. !'he -axi

ML shock pressur', that occurred ets.ach -wave condition wras localizeed over a sn:ail re
gion of t..e test wall between thc st 11-water -evcl' at the -,all aend th~e elevation o01
the crest of ithe -wave rtrI.-drg th-e wr.il. Abo-ve the region of rraxliu2n shock pressure,
the ragnituade of yrezsure denrea-es to zero. Below, t-e regioni of :=-imusm pressure, th
shock oi-2ssure also decreases but to a value o f sppro:ýzin-atlel, one-tent.i zhe n-agnittude
of th-.e s-oc*-: 'pressure and It t-hen, reen-rins fairly constant to the bottom of the test
wall. :his týýe of' distrlhution of shoe!- pressures on the waull 'was cbserved Ifor all
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tests. Upon analysiL of the mrxiu-mm shock pressures observed for each of the wave cen-

ditions tested, it was found that the shock pressure increased with both wave .height
and wavelength. It -.s fund through dimensional analysis that pressure is propor-
tional to the cube root of the wave eneray. Upon comparison of tre data ccllected
in this experimental program i-itz the aoove relation between pres.,ure and -dave energy,
only fair conformity was noted due to the sml range of test data. Therefore, the
range of data was expanded by the inclucion of '-,e shock pressure lata of other in-
v~stigators from both model and )rototype studies. Very good agressenz was noted
over this larger range of dLata. As opposed to the shoce! pressure, little scatter was
noted in the magnitude of t-ne seconmlr; pressure. It was elso nc-cd that the second-
ary pressrte varies regularly along the wall from. a rmximm= at the bottom to zero at
the point of .axidmm runup. This regular distribution is expected since the second-
ary pressure is caused by the r .up of the wave rather thsan its imrpact on the wall.
The secondary pressure was compared with the pressure caused by the same size wave
forni.ng a clapotis on the wall. Vie clapotis pressure was almnost identical -ith the
obser-ed pressure. The charac ristics of the wave at the point of breaking were alr.i
studied in order to nake a comparison between waves breaking on an unobstructed beacn
and or a beach obstructea by a wall. Although it right be expected that a barrier on
the beach would have a great effect on tne breaking waves, the data shoved the effect
to be negligible. 7he depth of water in which the wave wmuld break on an unobstructed
beath in slightly greater than the depth of water at the wall which would cause the
swme wave to break and pmduce r--xirm rhock pressures. The wave height at breaking
for both the obstructed and the iuobstrictei beach was found to be the sa•e.
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